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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

1.1.1 In late 2009, Tactran commissioned Colin Buchanan (CB) to undertake the A90 West of 
Dundee Park & Ride Study. Transport Scotland, Dundee City Council and Perth & Kinross 
Council were included in Steering Group for the study. 

1.1.2 The key findings of the study were that two sites should be taken forward for further 
development of a bus based Park and Ride facility at West Dundee: 

� Site 3i – northwest of the Swallow Roundabout 
� Site 6b – Riverside Avenue at Wright Avenue 

 

1.1.3 Site locations are shown in Figure 1.1. 

1.1.4 The purpose of this study is to undertake further technical investigation and design work.  
The aim is to better understand the costs and risks associated with each site.  While both 
sites meet the study objectives, they have different strengths and weaknesses, and further 
work is required to enable a decision regarding which site (if any) should be taken forward 
for implementation. 

1.2 Scope of work 

1.2.1 The scope of work has been to develop a reference design for each site, of a sufficient 
standard to provide a greater degree of confidence in the capital element of the Park & Ride 
facilities and to update the business case accordingly.   

Business case 

1.2.2 Following completion of the technical investigation/design, work has concentrated on the 
following: 

� A Risk Analysis and review of Optimism Bias on the Capital investment required for 
each site in line with Treasury Guidelines. 

� An assessment of land acquisition costs, based on market intelligence (previously 
costs were assumed to be 10% of the capital cost) 

� A review of the Bus Service provision required for each site – this has been explored 
with relevant bus operators and bus service operational costs have been revised 
appropriately. 

 

1.2.3 Based on the demand and benefit forecasts in the A90 West of Dundee Park & Ride Study 
and the cost estimates resulting from the above technical work, the benefit to cost ratio 
(BCR) and transport economic efficiency (TEE) estimates have been revised for each site. 

1.2.4 A public sector business case for the project has been developed, including: maintenance, 
operational management, potential bus service subsidy requirements, security 
arrangements and other issues as relevant. 

1.2.5 The technical investigation/design and outline business case work has affected how each 
site performs against the study planning objectives and the STPR national, node and 
corridor objectives.  A review and sense check has been undertaken against both sets of 
objectives. 
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Figure 1.1: General site locations 

Site 3 

Site 6b 
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2 Scheme design 

2.1 Site specification 

2.1.1 Each site has been designed to accommodate 400 car parking spaces, a bus turning 
facility, passenger waiting facilities, cycle parking/storage and electric car charging points.  
Options to provide overnight lorry parking have also been developed. Designs include 
space for future upgraded passenger waiting facilities such as public toilets and a 
management / information office. 

2.2 Site 3i design 

General design 

2.2.2 Drawing 192791/OS/104 in Appendix A shows the proposed layout of Site 3.  The design 
has been oriented to suit the sloping nature of the site; aisles are positioned to run east / 
west with parking bays orientated north / south.  This allows the site to be graded 
appropriately, minimising quantities of cut and fill.   

2.2.3 The bus waiting area is located in the centre of the site.  It is orientated to face east, in order 
to ensure a level area.  Two bus bays have been provided, one to serve the city centre and 
one to serve Ninewells Hospital.  These have a shallow saw-tooth arrangement, as found at 
existing bus stops within Dundee city centre.  A separate bus layover point has also been 
included. 

2.2.4 A total of 26 disabled bays are located within a short distance of the waiting area.  Cycle 
storage and 6 electric car charging points are also proposed. 

2.2.5 Clear pedestrian routes have been designated within the car park area.  Links are also 
provided to the external pedestrian and cycle network. 

2.2.6 General access to the site (including bus access) is via a new link road from the Dykes of 
Gray Road.  A slip road is provided from the A90 allowing users of the site to bypass peak 
period queues on the approach to the Swallow Roundabout. 

2.2.7 The Dykes of Gray Road / general access junction is approximately 40m north of the 
Swallow Roundabout.  The general access then crosses the Site of Important Nature 
Conservation (SINC) and floodplain and bridges the Mill Lade.  Where the road crosses the 
floodplain, it is on embankment, with a series of flood arches to allow water flow during 
flood conditions.  The access road has been designed in accordance with Dundee City 
Council road standards “Dundee - Streets Ahead”.  This gives guidance on appropriate 
road width, horizontal and vertical alignment, and pedestrian footway requirements. 

2.2.8 The off-slip from the A90 is approximately 230m long and has been designed to meet 
TD41/95 - vehicular access to all-purpose trunk roads.  This meets Transport Scotland’s 
requirements that the slip should be a minimum of 1 kilometre from the Swallow 
Roundabout. 

2.2.9 A total of 407 car parking spaces are provided.  In addition, provision has been made for 
overnight lorry parking, with space for 12 vehicles.  These would be provided in the southern 
section of the site only.  In this area, aisles widths, turning radii and the pavement design 
have been specified to accommodate HGV’s. 
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Lay-by 

2.2.10 The provision of the proposed off-slip will require the relocation of the existing lay-by.  New 
lay-bys designs are covered in TD 69/07 which states that for roads of a standard similar to 
the A90, the adjoining lay-by should be Type A with merge/diverge tapers.  

2.2.11 An indicative design is shown in Appendix A.  This could be amended to incorporate the 
bus stop within the lay-by, ensuring that merge and diverge tapers fully meet current design 
standards. 

Drainage design 

2.2.12 It is proposed that drainage from the Park & Ride site would be by a gravity system, with an 
attenuation area providing surface water balancing and storage in high storm events. It may 
be possible that permeable paving can be used in areas where no buses or large vehicles 
are present. No allowance however has been made at this time for any infiltration to the 
existing sub strata. 

2.2.13 The attenuation area has been calculated using a discharge rate based on green field run 
off for the 1:100 year storm event plus 30% climate change. This provides for a storage 
volume of approximately 1,200m3.  

2.2.14 It is envisaged that the attenuation area would be a dry basin with water passing through at 
all storm events but only filling the basin at high events. It would be possible to provide a 
permanent wet feature to provide ecological benefit if required.  

2.3 Site 6b design 

General design 

2.3.2 Drawing 192791/OS/202 Rev A in Appendix A illustrates the general arrangement of Site 6b.  
The shape of the site has been developed to minimise its impact on the existing area of 
planting area in the northwest quarter.  While this results in an L-shape site, it makes best 
use of the proposed Nature Park design.   

2.3.3 A further constraint is the need to provide a minimum junction spacing distance of 40m on 
Wright Avenue, between the Park & Ride access and the distribution centre access to the 
south.  This results in an S-shape access road into the site, designed in accordance with 
DCC “Dundee - Streets Ahead” guidelines. 

2.3.4 As with Site 3, a bus only turning and waiting area is provided in the centre of the site.  Two 
separate stands are provided for city centre and Ninewells Hospital services; a bus layover 
point is also included.  

2.3.5 A total of 15 disabled parking bays are proposed together with 6 electric vehicle charging 
points.  Cycle storage would be provided adjacent to the waiting shelter. 

2.3.6 Pedestrian routes to the waiting area have been defined from all areas of the car park; 
connections are also provided to the external road network and adjacent Nature Park.  Links 
along Wright Avenue provide connections to Dundee’s Green Circular Cycle Route.  

2.3.7 The layout provides a total of 395 spaces.  Provision has been made for overnight lorry 
parking with space for 12 vehicles, parking across car bays, in the northern section of the 
car park.  Aisles widths, turning radii and the pavement design have all been specified to 
accommodate HGV’s. 
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2.3.8 A new 36m ICD roundabout on Riverside Avenue is proposed to provide access to the site 
via Wright Avenue. It has been designed to provide 2 approach lanes on Riverside Avenue, 
east and westbound and provides an appropriate level of traffic capacity in both morning 
and evening peaks. 

2.3.9 The roundabout has been positioned so that private land to the north and southeast is not 
encroached – a small portion of land would be taken from the Nature Park but this is owned 
by Dundee City Council.   

2.3.10 A 3.0m footpath / cycle link is proposed on the western side of Wright Avenue from the 
roundabout to the site.   

Drainage design 

2.3.11 The drainage proposals consist of a gravity system with attenuation under the car park. 
Attenuation would be in the form of storage crates with a restricted discharge rate to the 
adjacent drainage outfall pipe. 

2.3.12 The attenuation area has been calculated using a discharge rate based on green field run 
off for the 1:100 year storm event plus 30% climate change. This provides for a storage 
volume of approximately 1000m3. Due to the low lying nature of the site it is proposed to 
restrict the depth of the storage crates to 500mm. 

2.3.13 An alternative is to utilise an open attenuation basin as for site 3. This would be situated 
between the southern car park and Wright Avenue with a linkage ditch situated on the other 
side of the access road. Further work is required to determine the viability of this option.  
The site is relatively flat and the drainage depth at this point, some 150m away from the 
furthest drainage location could be well over 2m deep. With the adjacent carriageway being 
close there may not be enough room to provide a viable drainage and landscaping area. 

2.3.14 A possible solution is to move the car parks west to generate more space and provide a 
more ecological and aesthetic solution. This could be achieved in the south or north car 
park. 

2.4 Materials specification 

2.4.1 Dundee City Council design guidance has been used to specify the materials used within 
the design options above. 

2.4.2 It is envisaged that all roads and car parks would be Asphalt Concrete with the exception of 
the bus parking and turning bays which will be a flexible composite construction. Where 
permeable paving is used within the car park areas, then costs are comparable with a 
standard asphalt and gravity drainage system. 

2.4.3 All kerbing would be HB2 precast concrete kerbs. 

2.5 Pavement specification 

Car / HGV overnight lorry parking 

2.5.2 The pavement specification used for the access roads, and areas of car parks used for HGV 
parking, is based on the specification for a primary and district distributor and industrial 
access road. This comprises of: 

� 40mm Asphalt Concrete Surface Course 
� 60mm Asphalt Concrete Binder Course 
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� 150mm Asphalt Concrete Base Course 
� 200mm Granular Type 1 Sub-base 

 

2.5.3 This assumes a CBR of 5% and no capping layer used. This equates to a pavement design 
based on 4msa using DMRB. 

Car parking only 

2.5.4 The pavement specification used for the areas of car parks used for parking only is based 
on the specification for a local distributor road. This comprises of: 

� 40mm Asphalt Concrete Surface Course 
� 50mm Asphalt Concrete Binder Course 
� 120mm Asphalt Concrete Base Course 
� 240mm Granular Type 1 Sub-base 

 

2.5.5 This assumes a CBR of 5% and no capping layer used. 

Bus parking and turning area 

2.5.6 The pavement specification used for the bus parking and turning areas is based on a 
minimal DMRB composite pavement specification. This comprises of: 

� 40mm Asphalt Concrete Surface Course 
� 60mm Asphalt Concrete Binder Course 
� 150mm Continuously Reinforced Concrete Base  
� 200mm Granular Type 1 Sub-base 

 

2.5.7 This assumes a CBR of 5% and no capping layer used. 
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3 Scheme costs 

3.1 Construction costs 

3.1.1 This chapter summarises the costs involved in planning, designing and constructing the 
designs for Sites 3 and 6b.   

3.1.2 Detailed scheme costs for each option are given in Appendix B. 

Cost estimates 

3.1.3 Cost estimates have been derived from SPON’s Civil Engineering and Highway Works Price 
Book 2011 – Part 5 Unit Costs (Highway Works). It should be noted that: 

� costs are based on present day figures (excluding inflation) 
� no allowance has been made for tree preservation orders 
� prices will vary depending on type and quantity of street furniture, an allowance has 

been made for preliminary estimation 
� costs provided are based on the topographical survey, available ground investigation 

information and the indicated preliminary design 
 

3.1.4 The cost estimate has been undertaken during a time of economic instability. The rates 
used are industry standard costs however SPON’s warn that the market is, and has been, 
very susceptible to cost fluctuations and that the rates are based on an average costs. It is 
therefore imperative that prior to implementing the works a robust cost estimate is carried 
out, particularly to assess fluctuations in material costs that may have affected rates. 

Infrastructure costs 

3.1.5 Infrastructure costs are comprised of the following elements: 

� Car park costs 
� Additional drainage and attenuation works, and  
� access roads / site access 

 

3.1.6 Table 3.1 summarises the infrastructure costs at each site. 

Table 3.1: Infrastructure costs 

 Site 3i Site 6b 
Car park £1,000,758 1,297,608 

Drainage and attenuation works £20,000 £20,000 

Link Road £1,288,500  

A90 slip road £144,044  

Lay-by £121,000  

Footways  £53,515 

Roundabout  £151,438 

Total £2,574,302 £1,522,561 
 

Other delivery costs 

3.1.7 The estimates provide costs for other elements of the delivery of the scheme, as given in 
Table 3.2.  These include: 
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� contractors preliminaries, traffic management and contingencies based on a 
percentage of the construction cost and the landscaping. These costs together with 
the Infrastructure cost subtotal would be equivalent to tenders returned to construct 
the works 

� site investigations for surveys that may be required to design the works 
� design costs – these are the costs to facilitate the site investigations, design the 

works and achieve technical approval 
� utilities – provisional sums to divert or reinforce existing utilities affected by the works 

and a small allowance for supply to the site 
 

Table 3.2: Other delivery costs 

 Site 3i Site 6b 
Contractors preliminaries (20%) £514,860 £304,512 

Traffic management (5%) £146,865 £76,128 

Contingencies £386,145 £228,384 

Site investigation £20,000 £20,000 

Landscaping £65,000 £65,000 

Design fees £169,904 £100,489 

Site supervision £61,783 £36,541 

Utilities £120,000 £100,000 

Total £1,484,558 £931,055 

 

3.1.8 Consultants’ fees have been calculated using the Association of Consulting Engineers 
Conditions of Engagement, Agreement A1 based on a percentage fee of 5.5%. Site 
supervision has been calculated based on a percentage fee of 2%. The remaining fees are 
based on previous like for like studies and are therefore best estimates. 

3.1.9 The utilities fees are an estimate based on previous like for like costs however this fee is 
wholly dependent on various factors that cannot be ascertained at this time, namely; the 
type of utility i.e. standard or fibre optic cable, the depth, the requirement for relocation, the 
age and condition of the infrastructure, etc. 

3.1.10 Therefore, prior to implementation it will be necessary to undertake detailed discussions 
with statutory undertakers to ascertain precise costs and constraints. 

Total capital costs  

3.1.11 Total capital costs are summarised in Table 3.3. 

3.1.12 Land acquisition costs have been evaluated by Montagu Evans based on current market 
rates.  At Site 3, the cost of land acquisition has been estimated to be £20,000 per acre 
(£49,421 per hectare), at Site 6b the value is estimated at £10,000 per acre (£24,710 per 
hectare). 

3.1.13 The estimated land take at each site and land acquisition cost is: 

� Site 3i  45600m2 £242,657 
� Site 6b 24266m2 £59,963 
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Table 3.3: Total capital costs 

 Site 3i Site 6b 
Base cost (excl contingencies) £3,672,715 £2,225,232 

Contingencies (15%) £550,907 £333,785 

Planning fees – (5% of base cost 
excl contingencies) 

£183,636 £111,262 

Total base capital cost £4,407,258 £2,670,279 

Land £242,657 £59,963 

 

Overnight lorry parking 

3.1.14 Overnight lorry parking would require a stronger pavement design in designated areas of 
each site.  Total costs would be only marginally higher than for a car only site.  These costs 
are given in Appendix B for information. 

3.2 Site operating costs 

Site operating costs 

3.2.2 Park & Ride site operating costs have been assumed to be the same for each location.  
They include site supervision and security, cleaning and maintenance, and utility costs.  
Costs are given in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4: Site operating costs 

Item Cost 
Site supervision and security £4,500 

Cleaning and maintenance  £4,200 

Marketing £2,000 

Publicity materials £4,000 

Utilities £9,000 

CCTV maintenance contract £8,000 

Contingencies (20%) £6,340 

Total £38,040 
 

3.3 Bus service provision and operating costs 

3.3.1 Bus service provision and operating costs have been developed in consultation with local 
bus operators. 

3.3.2 Bus service provision is based on a dedicated service.  Branded buses would serve the 
Park & Ride and a limited number of stops en route to the city centre.  

3.3.3 A minimum 12 minute service frequency has been assumed for each scenario.  Return Park 
& Ride bus fares are as follows: 

� £1.00 to Ninewells Hospital 
� £1.50 to Dundee University / Riverside Drive 
� £2.00 to Dundee city centre 
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Bus routes and stops 

3.3.4 Two alternative service options have been considered for each site, one serving only the city 
centre and one serving both the city centre and Ninewells. 

3.3.5 Proposed bus routes and stops serving Site 3i and 6b are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 
respectively.   

3.3.6 Services and routes are: 

� 1) Park & Ride site – city centre only (via Riverside Avenue and Riverside Drive) 
� 2) Ninewells Hospital – Park & Ride site – city centre (via Riverside Avenue and 

Riverside Drive) 

Bus journey times 

3.3.7 With regard to journey times it is assumed that: 

� for services from Site 3, bus journey times are assumed to match surveyed A90 
journey times until they reach Perth Rd / Riverside Ave. junction. Subsequently they 
follow timetabled journey times of existing services 

� for Site 6b, existing bus journey times have been used, as given in published 
timetables 

 

3.3.8 Calculated journey times between the Park & Ride site and the city centre have been 
confirmed against times provided by bus operators. Finalised times are given in Table 3.5.  

Table 3.5: Journey times from Park & Ride site to city centre 

 One-way Return trip Layover Total 
journey time 

Site 3i     

P&R site - city centre 11 22 4 26 

Ninewells P&R site – city centre 18 36 10 46 

Site 6b     

P&R site – city centre 9 18 4 22 

Ninewells – P&R site – city centre 16 32 10 42 
 

3.4 Number of buses 

3.4.1 The number of buses that would be required to serve each option is given below: 

� Site 3i dedicated; Park & Ride site – city centre     3 buses 
� Site 3i dedicated; Ninewells Hospital - Park & Ride site – city centre  4 buses 
 
� Site 6b dedicated; Park & Ride site – city centre    2 buses 
� Site 6b dedicated; Ninewells Hospital – Park & Ride site – city centre 4 buses 
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Figure 3.1: Park & Ride bus routes and stops – Site 3 
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Figure 3.2: Park & Ride bus route and stops – Site 6b 
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4 Project risks 

4.1 Risk assessment 

4.1.1 The approach we have adopted to manage project risk is follow HM Treasury Green Book 
Guidance and Transport Scotland STAG and thus to establish a Risk Register and 
systematically appraise in a qualitative methodology risks that may impinge on the project. 

4.1.2 A high level sensitivity analysis (described later) has also been undertaken, in preference to 
more complex probability analysis; e.g. Monte Carlo analysis. This approach generates 
meaningful and appropriate results based on professional judgement. 

4.1.3 We have categorised the Dundee West Park and Ride Project as a ‘Standard Civil 
Engineering’ project and in the absence of other empirical data we have adopted the upper 
and lower bound Optimism Bias ranges as set out in Supplementary Green Book Guidance: 

Table 4.1: Optimism bias ranges 

 Optimism bias (%) 

Project type Works duration Capital expenditure 

 Upper Lower Upper Lower 

Standard civil 
engineering 

20% 1% 44% 3% 

 
 

4.1.4 The objective of this stage is to capture the relevant risks, rank them in accordance of 
importance and seek to quantify them by means of a Risk Register. We have therefore 
followed Green book Guidance and applied it to this project by categorising the risks 
classes as follows: 

� Procurement 
� Project Specific 
� Client Specific 
� Environment 
� External influences 

4.2 Risk workshop 

4.2.1 In order to manage the above risks, with guidance from the Project Steering Group and the 
Client project manager, a Risk Management Workshop was conducted on 23 March 2011 at 
the offices of Tactran in Perth. The Risk Workshop participants were: 

� Eric Guthrie, Tactran Manager 
� Niall Gardiner, Tactran Project Manager 
� Stewart Turner, Transport Scotland 
� Ewan Gourlay, Dundee City Council 
� Grant Davidson, Associate Director, Colin Buchanan 
� John Halliday, Regional Director, Colin Buchanan (facilitator) 

 

4.2.2 It was agreed that at this stage in the project, all participants would be adequately 
experienced to capture the relevant and key risks. As the project progresses there may be a 
need to consult with wider Stakeholders. 

4.2.3 The general methodology adopted has been to: 
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1. Identify and understand disaggregate risks under each of Risk Class headings above 
for each of the two sites as above 

2. For each of the participants independently apply a qualitative Severity (Impact) score 
and a Probability (Likelihood) score for each risk on a 5-point rank as shown in the 
flowing table: 

Table 4.2: Severity / probability 

Level Severity Probability 
1 Minor Highly unlikely 

2 Moderate Unlikely 

3 Major Possible 

4 Critical Highly probable 

5 Catastrophic Certain 
 
 

3. Establish a Risk score for each of the 49 risks ranked in terms of the product of 
Severity (impact) and Probability; Scores range from 1 to 25 

Table 4.3: Severity level 

 Severity level 

 1 2 3 4 5 

1 1 2 3 4 5 

2 2 4 6 8 10 

3 3 6 9 12 15 

4 4 8 12 16 20 P
ro
b
a
b
ili
ty
 

le
ve
l 

5 5 10 15 20 25 
 
 

4. Examine divergences of opinion (across the Risk Management Group) and develop a 
consensus view on the severity and impact of any Risk that ranked greater than unity 
in the standard deviation of the group scores 

5. With the Risk product scores now available we then apportioned the totals for each 
Risk Class in order of their contribution as advised by the Green Book Guidance (in 
the absence of other quantitative data) to the overall Optimism Bias. 

6. For each risk class we were then able to bring these forward as an aggregate 
percentage of Optimism Bias for the project. 

 

Table 4.4: Site 3i - optimism bias 

Site 3 Treasury green book topics 
Revision 
date 

Procurement Project 
specific 

Client 
specific 

Environment External 
influences 

Total OB 

23/03/11 3.0% 6.0% 2.7% 1.3% 0.7% 13.7% 
 
 

Table 4.5: Site 6b - optimism bias 

Site 3 Treasury green book topics 
Revision 
date 

Procurement Project 
specific 

Client 
specific 

Environment External 
influences 

Total OB 

23/03/11 3.0% 4.8% 2.7% 1.3% 0.9% 12.8% 
 
 

4.2.4 The whole calculation is managed in a Risk Register spreadsheet created for this project; a 
summary of the register for each site is given in Appendix C. 
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4.2.5 Risk Management is an on-going process and we have devised a number of associated 
worksheets within the Workbook to facilitate the progressive appraisal of risk and cost/ time 
contingency that is to be apportioned to this project. 

4.2.6 As an added element we have grouped the Risks as follows: 

� Green: Score 1 – 2 
� Amber: Score 3 – 8 
� Red: Score 9 - 25 

 

4.2.7 Recognising that this is a comparatively arbitrary banding we nevertheless are of the opinion 
that by using the RAG flag process it will concentrate minds on the key risks which will need 
priority in terms of establishing mitigation plans and actions to reduce the likelihood of the 
risk materialising. 

4.2.8 From our analysis and with the Risk Workshop input we flag up the following as higher risks 
(indicate Red, score greater than 8) requiring attention in order to reduce or eliminate 
impact: 

Table 4.6: Key risks 

 Site 3i Site 6b 
Funding availability 20 20 

Ground conditions 12 12 

Endangered species impact 12  

Planning approvals / consents 10 10 

Road orders / rights of way 12  

Utility apparatus information  12 

Political change impacts of 
objectives 

12 12 

 
 

4.2.9 With reference to the Transport Scotland’s guidance in STAG we estimate that the project is 
at Stage 2 in its lifecycle and the Guidance indicates an Optimism Bias for this Stage in a 
project in the order of 15%. While the Risk appraisal for Dundee West Park & Ride  has 
established risk levels 1.3% and 2,2% percentage points below the guidance we feel that 
given the nature of the project, and the information arising from the design development, 
ground investigation and environmental appraisal done in the course of our commission, 
the Risk Adjustments of 13.7% and 12.8% Optimism Bias uplifts are broadly appropriate for 
Sites 3 and 6b respectively. 

4.3 Summary 

4.3.1 Colin Buchanan have facilitated a Risk Workshop and developed the Project Risk Register 
for on-going use on the Project. 

4.3.2 At the stage that the Project has reached we believe that the appropriate Optimism Bias 
uplifts appropriate to the two sites is as follows in respect of Investment Costs: 

� Site 3i – 13.7% 
� Site 6b – 12.8% 
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Table 4.7: Total capital costs including optimism bias 

  Site 3i Site 6b 
a Base costs £3,672,715 £2,225,232 

b Contingencies £550,907 £333,785 

c 5% planning / permissions £183,636 £111,262 

d=a+b+c Total cost £4,407,258 £2,670,279 

    

e=a+c Total excl contingencies £3,856,350 £2,336,494 

f=e*OB% Optimism bias £528,320 £299,071 

g=d+f Capex £4,935,578 £2,969,350 

    

h Land £242,657 £59,963 

i=g+h Grand total £5,178,235 £3,029,312 
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5 Demand forecasting 

5.1 Methodology 

5.1.1 Demand forecasts are similar to the A90 west of Dundee Park and Ride Study and only a 
brief summary of the methodology is provided here.  

5.1.2 Forecasting has been undertaken using CB’s PRIDE software. This is a specific Park & Ride 
demand forecasting model, originally developed for the 1993 Greater Manchester Park and 
Ride Methodology Study, jointly funded by the Association of Greater Manchester 
Authorities and the then Department of Transport. The main inputs to PRIDE are: 

� car trip demand by origin, destination, time period and/or trip purpose; 
� car journey costs – in-vehicle time, parking search times, parking charges, and walk 

times from the car park; 
� journey costs by Park & Ride – access times to the Park & Ride  site by car, walk time 

at the site, wait time, fare, in-vehicle time, and walk time from the bus stop at the 
destination; 

� mode choice parameters. 
 

5.1.3 Existing car trip demands and costs were taken from the LATIS model with addition 
information from the DCCP model and from data collected by Ninewells Hospital and by 
CB. 

5.1.4 The costs of parking in Dundee City Centre and the proportion of users paying to park was 
based on published information on parking charges and surveys of free private parking 
space undertaken as part of the DCCP model building process. 

5.1.5 The cost of Park & Ride includes the in-vehicle car time to travel to the site, which comes 
directly from the input matrices.  Other costs have been calculated including: 

� bus wait time 
� fare 
� bus journey time and walk time to the final destination. 

 

5.1.6 Mode choice parameters include the spread factor (lambda), taken to be 0.06, and the 
modal penalty, taken to be 20 minutes. 

5.2 Dedicated bus service, P&R site - city centre 

5.2.1 Central demand forecasts, based on the assumptions outlined above, are shown in Table 
5.1 below. 

5.2.2 Demands are based on a dedicated bus service operating at a 12 minute frequency, in 
2012 and 2022, between each Park & Ride site and the city centre only.  No bus service 
would be provided to Ninewells Hospital with this option. 

5.2.3 The 2022 demand forecasts are presented as a range, highlighting the potential variation 
and uncertainty in demand when forecasting future year scenarios.  

5.2.4 In 2012, total vehicle demand at Site 3i is 141 vehicles, at Site 6b total vehicle demand is 
153 vehicles.  By 2022, forecast vehicle demand at Site 3i and 6b is 212-234 and 231-255 
vehicles respectively. 
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Table 5.1: Dedicated bus service – P&R site to city centre (vehicle demand) 

Period Site 3i to city centre (excl 
Ninewells Hospital) 

Site 6b to city centre (excl 
Ninewells Hospital) 

2012 AM 107 114 

2012 IP 34 39 

2012 Total 141 153 

2022 AM 149-164 157-173 

2022 IP 63-70 74-82 

2022 Total 212-234 231-255 

 

5.2.5 Total Park & Ride demand in persons is given in Table 5.2.  This is based on an average 
occupancy of 1.1 for vehicles with free parking at the destination zone and 1.3 for vehicles 
with paid parking. 

Table 5.2: Dedicated bus service – P&R site to city centre (person demand) 

Period Site 3i to city centre (excl 
Ninewells Hospital) 

Site 6b to city centre (excl 
Ninewells Hospital) 

2012 AM 133 142 

2012 IP 43 50 

2012 Total 176 192 

2022 AM 185-203 195-215 

2022 IP 81-90 94-104 

2022 Total 266-293 289-319 
 

 

5.3 Dedicated bus service – Ninewells Hopital - P&R site – city centre 

5.3.1 This option is as above but with the bus service extended to serve Ninewells Hospital.  
Forecast vehicle and total passenger demands are shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 
respectively. 

5.3.2 Approximately 200 and 206 vehicles are forecast at Sites 3i and 6b respectively in 2012.  By 
2022, demand is forecast to reach 272-302 vehicles at Site 3i and 285-312 vehicles at Site 
6b. 

Table 5.3: Dedicated bus service; Ninewells Hospital – P&R site - city centre (vehicle 
demand)  

Period Site 3i to city centre and 
Ninewells Hospital 

Site 6b to city centre and 
Ninewells Hospital 

2012 AM 136 138 

2012 IP 64 68 

2012 Total 200 206 

2022 AM 178-197 182-200 

2022 IP 94-105 103-114 

2022 Total 272-302 285-312 
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Table 5.4: Dedicated bus service; Ninewells Hospital – P&R site - city centre (person 
demand) 

Period Site 3i to city centre and 
Ninewells Hospital 

Site 6b to city centre and 
Ninewells Hospital 

2012 AM 171 174 

2012 IP 83 88 

2012 Total 254 262 

2022 AM 223-246 227-250 

2022 IP 131-135 132-147 

2022 Total 344-381 359-397 

 

5.3.3 Serving Ninewells Hospital increases total Park & Ride demand by approximately 60 
vehicles at Site 3i and 54 vehicles at Site 6b in 2022. 

5.3.4 To ensure the robustness of the economic appraisal, the lower end of the 2022 demand 
forecasts range has been used for each site. 
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6 Economic appraisal 

6.1 Introduction 

6.1.1 The economic benefits of each site and service pattern have been undertaken using the 
Department for Transport’s Economic Appraisal software TUBA.  The following morning and 
interpeak, 2012 and 2022 matrices have been output from PRIDE for use in the appraisal: 

� Demand 
� Distance 
� Time 
� Fare  
� Parking charge at destination 

 

6.1.2 The discount year is 2002 in accordance with government appraisal guidance.  A 60-year 
appraisal period has been used, with an annual discount rate of 3.5% applied for the first 30 
years and 3% thereafter (years 31 to 60), in accordance with the HM Treasury Guidance. 

6.1.3 Capital costs for each option have been calculated as outlined in Chapter 3. 

6.1.4 Non user benefits have been calculated externally and are based on the results of Paramics 
modelling of the city centre and Swallow Roundabout.  Forecast disbenefits as a result of 
the provision of a new roundabout access to Site 6b on Riverside Avenue have also been 
estimated. 

6.2 P&R site – city centre only 

6.2.1 Table 6.1 summarises the transport economic efficiency (TEE) appraisal for a dedicated bus 
service operating between each Park & ride site and the city centre only.  Forecast 
demands are based on Table 5.1 above (conservatively using lower forecast demand for 
2022). 

6.2.2 Based on a 400 space car park, the benefit to cost ratio for both Site 3i and 6b is 1.5; results 
are in 2002 prices, discounted to 2002.   

6.2.3 In this appraisal it has been assumed that the local authority would subsidise the dedicated 
buses required, offset by the farebox revenue generated.  

6.2.4 It is assumed that 10% of those travelling in the morning peak and 25% of those travelling in 
the interpeak are travelling under the concessionary fares scheme and TUBA outputs for 
user charges and private sector grant / subsidy payments have been adjusted accordingly.  

6.2.5 Central government concessionary fare costs have not been specifically allocated to this 
project as the national bus travel concession scheme has a capped level of funding that has 
been allocated nationally. 

6.2.6 Due to a number of factors it is anticipate that there will be no loss of parking revenue 
resulting from the scheme.  Several central Dundee car parks are to close for 
redevelopment.  These include the Discovery / Olympia (200 spaces), Yeaman’s Shore (120 
spaces), Earl Grey Place (95 spaces) and Commercial St (110 spaces).  In addition, the 
major Park & Ride market is commuters who park throughout the day.  A key aim of the 
scheme is to remove this long stay parking from the city centre, providing more space for 
those shopping or on business in the city centre.  Consequently, there are higher levels of 
parking turnover and revenue, in remaining city centre car parks, as a result of the project. 
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Table 6.1: TEE results for a dedicated bus service, P&R - city centre only                  
(2002 prices, £000s) 

Item Site  

 Site 3i Site 6b 

travel time -£3,141 -£2,756 

vehicle operating costs £282 £347 

user charges £4,363 £4,828 

non-user benefits £14,923 £7,799 C
o
n
s
u
m
e
r 

b
e
n
e
fit
s
 

(£
0
0
0
s
) 

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL    £16,427£16,427£16,427£16,427    £10,218£10,218£10,218£10,218    

Business benefits (£000s) TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL £0£0£0£0    £0£0£0£0    

parking charges £0 £0 

bus fare revenue AM £0 £0 

bus fare revenue PM £0 £0 

conc. fare payments £0 £0 

total revenue     £0 £0 

bus operating costs -£6,355 -£4,049 

investment costs £0 £0 

grant / subsidy payments £6,355 £4,049 P
ri
va
te
 s
e
c
to
r 
p
ro
vi
d
e
r 

im
p
a
c
t 
(£
0
0
0
s
) 

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL    £0£0£0£0    £0£0£0£0    

Developer contributions (£000s) TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL £0£0£0£0    £0£0£0£0    

bus fare revenue AM £1,353 £1,427 

bus fare revenue PM £1,409 £1,640 

concessionary fare £620 £705 

L
o
c
a
l g
o
v 

re
ve
n
u
e
 

(£
0
0
0
’s
) 

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL    £3,381£3,381£3,381£3,381    £3,772£3,772£3,772£3,772    

revenue (loss of parking revenue) £0 £0 

P&R site operating costs £3,096 £2,189 

investment costs £3,335 £1,950 

developer contributions £0 £0 

grant / subsidy payments £6,355 £4,049 

indirect tax revenues £875 £989 L
o
c
a
l /
 c
e
n
tr
a
l 

g
o
ve
rn
m
e
n
t 
c
o
s
ts
 

(£
0
0
0
s
) 

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL    £13,661£13,661£13,661£13,661    £9,177£9,177£9,177£9,177    

Carbon benefits (£000s) £71 £79 

NPV costs (£000s)NPV costs (£000s)NPV costs (£000s)NPV costs (£000s)    £13,661£13,661£13,661£13,661    £9,177£9,177£9,177£9,177    

NPVNPVNPVNPV benefits (£000s) benefits (£000s) benefits (£000s) benefits (£000s)    £19,879£19,879£19,879£19,879    £14,069£14,069£14,069£14,069    

Net present value (NPV) (£000s)Net present value (NPV) (£000s)Net present value (NPV) (£000s)Net present value (NPV) (£000s)    £6,218£6,218£6,218£6,218    £4,892£4,892£4,892£4,892    

Benefit to cost ratio (BCR)Benefit to cost ratio (BCR)Benefit to cost ratio (BCR)Benefit to cost ratio (BCR)    1.51.51.51.5    1.51.51.51.5    

 

6.2.7 Investment costs at Site 3i are £3.33m compared with £1.95m for Site 6b.  Total discounted 
bus operating costs are also lower at Site 6b - £4.05m compared with £6.35m at Site 3. 

6.2.8 Non user benefits accrue from both Park & Ride sites as a result of reduced congestion in 
the city centre through the appraisal period.  Additional benefits are gained at Site 3i as this 
option helps reduce congestion at the Swallow Roundabout while minor disbenefits occur at 
the proposed roundabout access to Site 6b on Riverside Avenue.  Non user benefits from 
Site 3i and Site 6b are £16.4m and £10.2m over the 60 year appraisal period.   

6.2.9 Further details on how non user benefits have been calculated are given in Section 6.4 
below. 
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6.3 Ninewells Hospital - P&R site – city centre 

6.3.1 An appraisal of the benefits of extending the dedicated bus service to serve Ninewells 
Hospital from each site has also been undertaken.  Forecast demands are based on those 
in Table 5.3.   

6.3.2 Table 6.2 shows that while investment costs remain unchanged, bus operating costs 
increase significantly.  For Site 3i and 6b these are £8.29m and £7.53m respectively.  Bus 
revenue increases only slightly from £3.38m (Table 6.1) to £4.09m at Site 3i and from 
£3.77m to £4.43m at Site 6b. 

Table 6.2: TEE results for a dedicated bus service, Ninewells Hospital – P&R site – city 
centre (2002 prices, £000s) 

Item Site  

 Site 3i Site 6b 

travel time -£4,108 -£3,816 

vehicle operating costs £197 £324 

user charges £5,239 £5,638 

non-user benefits £16,874 £7,727 C
o
n
s
u
m
e
r 

b
e
n
e
fit
s
 

(£
0
0
0
s
) 

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL    £18,202£18,202£18,202£18,202    £9,873£9,873£9,873£9,873    

Business benefits (£000s) TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL £0£0£0£0    £0£0£0£0    

parking charges £0 £0 

bus fare revenue AM £0 £0 

bus fare revenue PM £0 £0 

conc. fare payments £0 £0 

total revenue     £0 £0 

bus operating costs -£8,286 -£7,532 

investment costs £0 £0 

grant / subsidy payments £8,286 £7,532 P
ri
va
te
 s
e
c
to
r 
p
ro
vi
d
e
r 

im
p
a
c
t 
(£
0
0
0
s
) 

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL    £0£0£0£0    £0£0£0£0    

Developer contributions (£000s) TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL £0£0£0£0    £0£0£0£0    

bus fare revenue AM £1,504 £1,553 

bus fare revenue PM £1,816 £2,027 

concessionary fare £772 £848 

L
o
c
a
l g
o
v 

re
ve
n
u
e
 

(£
0
0
0
’s
) 

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL    £4,092£4,092£4,092£4,092    £4,428£4,428£4,428£4,428    

revenue (loss of parking revenue) £0 £0 

P&R site operating costs £3,096 £2,189 

investment costs £3,335 £1,950 

developer contributions £0 £0 

grant / subsidy payments £8,286 £7,532 

indirect tax revenues £1,083 £1,211 L
o
c
a
l /
 c
e
n
tr
a
l 

g
o
ve
rn
m
e
n
t 
c
o
s
ts
 

(£
0
0
0
s
) 

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL    £15,800£15,800£15,800£15,800    £12,882£12,882£12,882£12,882    

Carbon benefits (£000s) £86 £101 

NPV costs (£000s)NPV costs (£000s)NPV costs (£000s)NPV costs (£000s)    £15,800£15,800£15,800£15,800    £12,882£12,882£12,882£12,882    

NPV benefits (£000s)NPV benefits (£000s)NPV benefits (£000s)NPV benefits (£000s)    £22,380£22,380£22,380£22,380    £14,402£14,402£14,402£14,402    

Net present value (NPV) (£000s)Net present value (NPV) (£000s)Net present value (NPV) (£000s)Net present value (NPV) (£000s)    £6,580£6,580£6,580£6,580    £1,520£1,520£1,520£1,520    

Benefit to cost ratio (BCR)Benefit to cost ratio (BCR)Benefit to cost ratio (BCR)Benefit to cost ratio (BCR)    1.41.41.41.4    1.11.11.11.1    

 

6.3.3 The low increase in revenue resulting from the additional Ninewells Hospital demand is 
because the return fare has been assumed to be £1 (compared with £2 to the city centre).  
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While bus operating costs increase in proportion to the length of extended route, the 
revenue generated is significantly less resulting in the reduced BCR for each option. 

6.3.4 The increased demand at Site 3i resulting from serving Ninewells Hospital, increases the 
non user benefits at Site 3i.  Conversely, increased parking demand at Site 6b results in non 
user disbenefits as a result of the roundabout access on Riverside Avenue. 

6.3.5 The result of the changes is a benefit to cost ratio of 1.4 for Site 3i and 1.1 for Site 6b. 

6.4 Non user benefits 

6.4.1 City centre and Swallow Roundabout non-user benefits have been calculated from the 
existing morning peak S-Paramics models of each. 

6.4.2 The Swallow Roundabout model represents a base year (2012), the city centre model 
represents 2022 with approximately 60% of the Waterfront development complete. 

6.4.3 For the city centre, do-minimum and do-something models were created.  Demand on 
Riverside Drive was adjusted in the do-something model to represent the reduced traffic 
volumes which would result from each Park & Ride option.  Network statistics were 
interrogated from each to determine travel time savings. 

6.4.4 A similar method was employed to assess benefits at the Swallow Roundabout but with 
traffic diverted from Riverside Avenue to Dykes of Gray Road.  An evening peak test was 
also undertaken for this option with Park & Ride demand reversed. 

Table 6.3: Non-user benefits (£000s) 

Location Test Value 
Site 3i excl Ninewells City centre  £7,725 

 Swallow Roundabout £7,198 

 TotalTotalTotalTotal    £14,923£14,923£14,923£14,923    

Site 3i City centre  £7,725 

 Swallow Roundabout £9,149 

 TotalTotalTotalTotal    £16,874£16,874£16,874£16,874    

Site 6b excl Ninewells City centre adjustment £8,139 

 Site access  -£341 

 TotalTotalTotalTotal    £7,798£7,798£7,798£7,798    

Site 6b City centre adjustment £8,139 

 Site access  -£412 

 TotalTotalTotalTotal    £7,72£7,72£7,72£7,727777    
 

6.5 Infrastructure cost, annual operating costs and revenue 

6.5.1 The following annual costs, in 2011 prices, are given in Table 6.4: 

� infrastructure costs 
� land purchase costs  
� Park & Ride maintenance costs 
� Park & Ride operating costs 
� Bus operating costs 

 

6.5.2 Forecast bus fare revenue in 2012 and 2022 and the resulting annual subsidy is also 
summarised. 
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6.5.3 Appendix D summarises annual ‘revenue - operating costs’ for each option.  It shows that at 
Site 6b, with bus service operating between the Park & Ride site and the city centre only, 
farebox revenue is projected to be higher than bus operating costs from year 29 (2040).   

6.5.4 This analysis assumes no ramp up and bus operating costs may increase more rapidly than 
changes in fare.  Nevertheless, the table show that Site 6b options serving only Park & Ride 
to the city centre have the potential to break even.   

6.5.5 Bus operating costs at Site 3i are higher and it is unlikely that sufficient revenue will be 
generated by any option appraised to cover these during the appraisal period. 
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Table 6.4: Infrastructure and land purchase costs, annual operating costs and bus revenues 

Site Infrastructure 
costs 

Land 
purchase 

costs 

Annual 
maintenance 

cost 

Annual 
operating 
cost (P&R 

site) 

Annual 
operating 
cost (bus) 

Annual 
revenue 

(undiscounted 
2012) 

Annual 
revenue 

(undiscounted 
2022) 

Annual 
subsidy 
2012 

Annual 
subsidy 
2022 

Site 3i Ninewells – P&R – city 
centre 

£4,935,600 £242,700 £173,600 £38,000 £549,100 £127,300 £180,300 -£421,800 -£368,800 

Site 3i P&R - city centre £4,935,600 £242,700 £173,600 £38,000 £421,200 £103,000 £156,000 -£318,200 -£265,200 

Site 6b Ninewells – P&R – 
city centre 

£2,969,400 £60,000 £111,300 £38,000 £499,200 £133,500 £190,500 -£365,700 -£308,700 

Site 6b P&R - city centre £2,969,400 £60,000 £111,300 £38,000 £268,300 £111,700 £168,600 -£156,600 -£99,700 
 
Costs are expressed as base year 2011
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7 Sensitivity test 

7.1 Hybrid bus services 

7.1.1 As a sensitivity test, a hybrid bus service option has also been considered.  Existing buses 
would be extended or rerouted to serve each Park & Ride site.  Additional buses may also 
be required to provide an adequate frequency.  The cost of route extensions and additional 
buses would be paid for by grant or subsidy with the existing sections of the service 
operating on a commercial basis.  

7.1.2 At Site 3i, the hybrid service would operate to and from the site via Ninewells Hospital to the 
city centre.  The proposed route is shown in Figure 7.1.  The proposed route would be via 
Mallaig Avenue and Spey Drive and then via Perth Road to the city centre.   

7.1.3 The increased journey length would result in the one-way journey time from the Park & Ride 
site to the city centre increasing from 16 to 28 minutes.  Two extra buses would be required 
in addition to the existing buses operating the route. 

7.1.4 The hybrid option for site 6b would only run between the Park & Ride and the city centre.  It 
is indicative, based on the assumption that existing buses would be diverted to serve the 
site.  Possible services include Stagecoach 16, X42 and 77.  This option would require 
further consultation with bus operators to determine whether it could be implemented.    

7.1.5 The route would be as for the dedicated Park & Ride – city centre only option (Figure 3.2) 
but with only one extra bus required to supplement existing services.  As the route and 
journey times are unchanged, demand forecasts are as given in Table 5.1. 

Forecast demand 

7.1.6 As noted above, operating a hybrid bus service from Site 3i to the city centre, via Ninewells 
Hospital and Perth Road, increases one-way journey times from 16 to 28 minutes.  Demand 
forecasts have been updated for this option and the increased journey time reduces Park & 
Ride demand as shown in Table 7.1.   

7.1.7 A hybrid option at Site 6b would require fewer buses than the dedicated service but would 
operate on same route, via Riverside Avenue.  It has been assumed that the service would 
run only between the Park & Ride site and the city centre.  Consequently, Site 6b demand is 
as in Table 5.1 above. 

Table 7.1: Hybrid bus service; (vehicle demand) 

Period Site 3i to Ninewells hospital 
and city centre  

Site 6b to city centre (excl 
Ninewells Hospital) 

2012 AM 95 114 

2012 IP 51 39 

2012 Total 153 153 

2022 AM 122-136 157-173 

2022 IP 70-77 74-82 

2022 Total 192-213 231-255 

 

7.1.8 Using a hybrid bus service to serve Site 3i would significantly impact on the success of the 
Park & Ride scheme.   The increased journey time results in 2012 vehicle demand reducing 
to 153 vehicles (compared with 200 using a dedicated service).  By 2022, vehicle demand is 
forecast to be 192-213 compared with 272-302 if a dedicated bus is provided. 
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Figure 7.1: Park & Ride bus routes and stops – Site 3 
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7.1.9 Total person demand for the above options is given in Table 7.2 below. 

Table 7.2: Hybrid bus service; (person demand) 

Period Site 3i to Ninewells hospital 
and city centre  

Site 6b to city centre (excl 
Ninewells Hospital) 

2012 AM 120 142 

2012 IP 66 50 

2012 Total 186 192 

2022 AM 153-171 195-215 

2022 IP 90-100 94-104 

2022 Total 243-271 289-319 
 

Economic appraisal 

7.1.10 A sensitivity test has been undertaken for each site based on a hybrid bus service.  As 
noted previously, the provision of a hybrid service results in increased Park & Ride bus 
journey times from Sites 3, as buses operate via Ninewells Hospital and Perth Road.  
Forecast demands for this option are based on those in Table 7.1.   

7.1.11 The hybrid service to Site 6b would operate between the site and the city centre only.  
Consequently, demand is as for the dedicated service, given in Table 5.1. 

7.1.12 The results of the revised TEE assessment are given in Table 7.3.  

7.1.13 The increased journey time to the city centre with the hybrid option makes Site 3i less 
attractive to those Park & Ride users.  Consequently, non user benefits in the city centre and 
a t Swallow Roundabout are reduced, affecting the schemes benefit to cost ratio.   

7.1.14 At Site 6b, non-user benefits are as for the dedicated service (Table 6.1); bus revenues are 
also the same at £3.77m but operating costs are much lower at £2.02m.  With these key 
changes, the BCR for the scheme is improved at 2.0.  Revenue would exceed operating 
costs within the first 5 years of opening. 

7.1.15 Bus operating costs for Site 3i are £3.53m compared with revenues of £2.78m.  Primarily as 
a result of lower non-user benefits, the BCR for this scheme is lower than for the other 
options at 1.2. 

7.1.16 Appendix D summarises annual ‘revenue - operating costs’ for each hybrid option.  It shows 
that Site 6b hybrid option farebox revenue is projected to be higher than bus operating 
costs from year 5 (2016).   
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Table 7.3 TEE results for a hybrid bus service; Site 3i: P&R site - Ninewells Hospital – 
P&R site – city centre; Site 6b: P&R site – city centre only                        
(2002 prices, £000s) 

Item Site  

 Site 3i Site 6b 

travel time -£4,408 -£2,756 

vehicle operating costs £128 £347 

user charges £3,530 £4,828 

non-user benefits £11,161 £7,799 C
o
n
s
u
m
e
r 

b
e
n
e
fit
s
 

(£
0
0
0
s
) 

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL    £10,410£10,410£10,410£10,410    £10,218£10,218£10,218£10,218    

Business benefits (£000s) TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL £0£0£0£0    £0£0£0£0    

parking charges £0 £0 

bus fare revenue AM £0 £0 

bus fare revenue PM £0 £0 

conc. fare payments £0 £0 

total revenue     £0 £0 

bus operating costs -£3,531 -£2,024 

investment costs £0 £0 

grant / subsidy payments £3,531 £2,024 P
ri
va
te
 s
e
c
to
r 
p
ro
vi
d
e
r 

im
p
a
c
t 
(£
0
0
0
s
) 

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL    £0£0£0£0    £0£0£0£0    

Developer contributions (£000s) TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL £0£0£0£0    £0£0£0£0    

bus fare revenue AM £986 £1,427 

bus fare revenue PM £1,263 £1,640 

concessionary fare £531 £705 

L
o
c
a
l g
o
v 

re
ve
n
u
e
 

(£
0
0
0
’s
) 

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL    £2,780£2,780£2,780£2,780    £3,772£3,772£3,772£3,772    

revenue (loss of parking revenue) £0 £0 

P&R site operating costs £3,095 £2,189 

investment costs £3,335 £1,950 

developer contributions £0 £0 

grant / subsidy payments £3,531 £2,024 

indirect tax revenues £768 £989 L
o
c
a
l /
 c
e
n
tr
a
l 

g
o
ve
rn
m
e
n
t 
c
o
s
ts
 

(£
0
0
0
s
) 

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL    £10,729£10,729£10,729£10,729    £7,152£7,152£7,152£7,152    

Carbon benefits (£000s) £93 £95 

NPV costs (£000s)NPV costs (£000s)NPV costs (£000s)NPV costs (£000s)    £10,729£10,729£10,729£10,729    £7,152£7,152£7,152£7,152    

NPV benefits (£000s)NPV benefits (£000s)NPV benefits (£000s)NPV benefits (£000s)    £13,283£13,283£13,283£13,283    £14,085£14,085£14,085£14,085    

Net present value (NPV) (£000s)Net present value (NPV) (£000s)Net present value (NPV) (£000s)Net present value (NPV) (£000s)    £2,554£2,554£2,554£2,554    £6,933£6,933£6,933£6,933    

Benefit toBenefit toBenefit toBenefit to cost ratio (BCR) cost ratio (BCR) cost ratio (BCR) cost ratio (BCR)    1.21.21.21.2    2.02.02.02.0    
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8 Strategic transport appraisal 

8.1 STPR (Strategic) Park & Ride / Park & Choose 

8.1.1 Project 8 of the Strategic Transport Project Review (STPR) is for the development of  
Strategic Park & Ride / Park & Choose Sites.   

8.1.2 Project 8 is described as an intervention supporting the objectives to make public transport 
more competitive against the car. Located on major commuting routes, Park & Ride sites 
would also assist in maintaining and enhancing the labour catchment areas in the city 
regions and reducing emissions. Sites would be served by either rail services or express 
bus links to and from the city centres and areas of economic activity, including appropriate 
bus priority measures at congested locations. These would interface with existing urban bus 
priority systems. 

8.1.3 The STPR Project 8 contributes to the Scottish Government’s purpose by helping to keep 
city centres moving by reducing road congestion in the peak periods.  It would also assist in 
maintaining the labour catchment and reducing emissions. 

8.2 Appraisal against STPR objectives 

8.2.1 The appraisal of Sites 3i and 6b has been undertaken based on the simplified Appraisal 
Summary Table (AST) of the above intervention, given in Annex 2 of Report 3 in the STPR1. 

8.2.2 The results of the appraisal against the STPR objectives are shown in the AST in Appendix 
E.  

8.2.3 The appraisal indicates that both Site 3i and Site 6b improve the competitiveness of public 
transport relative to the car.  Site 3i would reduce peak hour traffic approaching the Swallow 
Roundabout from the west and on approach to and within central Dundee.  This results in 
decongestion benefits which help reduce inter-urban journey times.  Site 6b would reduce 
traffic and congestion on the approach to and within central Dundee, improving inter-urban 
journey times with an origin or destination in central Dundee. 

8.2.4 Both sites would help maintain and enhance the labour catchment area of Dundee, through 
improved public transport provision and reduced congestion in the city centre.  Both 
proposals will support the strategic growth potential of Dundee Waterfront and the economy 
of Dundee city in general by investing in P&R facilities, good interchange and reliable public 
transport.  They will encourage modal shift and improve connectivity regionally and to the 
Central Belt and beyond and ensure investment reflects this economic development priority 
for the East Coast. 

8.2.5 Either scheme will improve the competitiveness of public transport relative to the car and 
provide a high quality public transport facility.  Buses will be low floor, branded and of a high 
standard.  High quality waiting facilities, passenger information, and branding where 
appropriate, will help raise awareness and the perception of public transport in general.  
Buses would be equipped so that they would interface with Dundee’s existing urban bus 
priority system.  They would also be fitted to provide real time bus information. 

8.2.6 Emissions of CO2Eq would be expected to be slightly reduced.  If implemented as 1 of a 
network of 4 sites around Dundee, Park & Ride has the potential to make a more significant 
impact on emissions reduction across Dundee. 

 

1 http://www.transportscotland.gov.uk/files/documents/ reports/j10194a/j10194a-a2D11.pdf 
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8.2.7 Overall it can be seen that both sites contribute to the Scottish Government's purpose by 
helping to keep Dundee city centre moving by reducing road congestion in the peak 
periods.  Both sites support the objective to make public transport more competitive against 
the car; would integrate with Dundee's urban bus priority system; are located on major 
commuting routes and would also assist in maintaining and enhancing Dundee's labour 
catchment area.  

8.3 Appraisal against study objectives 

8.3.1 Both sites have also been scored against the planning objectives for the study, and against 
the STAG criteria, feasibility, affordability and public acceptability.  The results are 
summarised in Table 8.1. 

8.3.2 Site 3i and Site 6b both make a positive contribution to improving public transport 
accessibility to employment, health, leisure and recreational locations in the west of Dundee 
and city centre. 

8.3.3 Site 3i and Site 6b make a positive and major positive contribution to encouraging a shift 
towards sustainable and healthier models of transport.  Site 6b, in particular, is well 
integrated into existing walking and cycling networks. 

8.3.4 Both sites will reduce traffic congestion for longer distance trips in the west of Dundee - Site 
3i more so as it reduces congestion at Swallow Roundabout as well as on the approach to 
and within Dundee city centre. 

8.3.5 Both sites will contribute towards meeting national and local air quality targets and assist in 
reducing the impact of climate change by removing car traffic from the network. 

8.3.6 Either scheme will have a local impact on the natural environment but impacts can be 
minimised.  Reduced traffic on the approach to and within Dundee city centre would provide 
positive environmental benefits. 

Table 8.1: Appraisal against planning objectives and STAG criteria 

  Site 3i Site 6b 
Improve the public transport accessibility to 
employment, health, leisure and recreational 
locations in the west of Dundee and city centre 

�� �� 

Encourage a shift toward sustainable and healthier 
modes of transport 

�� ��� 

Reduce traffic congestion for longer distance trips 
in the west of Dundee 

�� � 

Contribute to national and local air quality targets 
and reduce the impact of climate change 

�� �� 

P
la
n
n
in
g
 o
b
je
c
tiv
e
s
 

Minimise the impacts of the scheme upon the 
natural and built environment 

� � 

Environment � � 

Safety 0 0 

Economy � � 

Integration � � S
T
A
G
 

c
ri
te
ri
a
 

Accessibility � � 

Feasibility �� ��� 

Affordability � �� 

Public acceptability �� � 

 

8.3.7 No novel, untried or leading edge technologies are required when implementing any 
elements of the project. Therefore, both sites are considered to be feasible .   
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8.3.8 Although no funding is currently allocated, both sites are considered to be affordable in 
terms of construction costs.  Nevertheless, with a dedicated bus service, operating costs 
would need to be subsidised.  These costs would be higher at Site 3i than Site 6b.  By 
operating only between the Park & Ride site and the city centre, costs can be minimised; at 
Site 6b, there is the potential to fully cover operating costs in later years of the scheme. 

8.3.9 The project has not been presented to the public. However, in general, the measures are 
expected to be supported in principle as they would improve public transport provision, 
encourage mode shift and reduce congestion along busy commuter routes to and within 
central Dundee.
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9 Summary 

9.1 Introduction 

9.1.1 Colin Buchanan (CB) were commissioned by Tactran to undertake further technical 
investigation and design work for two potential Park & Ride sites to the west of Dundee.  
The sites are: 

� Site 3i – northwest of the Swallow Roundabout 
� Site 6b – on Riverside Avenue at Wright Avenue 

 

9.1.2 The purpose of this study has been to develop a design for each site, of a sufficient 
standard to provide a greater degree of confidence in the capital element of the Park & Ride 
facilities and to update the business case accordingly.   

9.1.3 The aim has been to better understand the costs and risks associated with each site.  Both 
sites have different strengths and weaknesses in terms of costs and benefits, and further 
work has been required to help inform a decision regarding which site should be taken 
forward for implementation. 

9.2 Scheme costs 

Capital costs 

9.2.2 Cost estimates have been derived from SPON’s Civil Engineering Works Price Book 2011.  
Optimism bias uplifts, appropriate to each site, were determined at a risk workshop.  These 
have been included to give a total infrastructure cost. 

9.2.3 Land acquisition costs have been evaluated by Montagu Evans based on current market 
rates.  

9.2.4 Total Capital Costs including contingencies, land acquisition and optimism bias for each 
site are £5.18m for Site 3i and £3.03m for Site 6b. 

Revenue costs 

9.2.5 Two alternative bus service options have been considered for each site, one serving only 
the city centre and one serving both the city centre and Ninewells Hospital. Both options 
would operate with a 12 minute service frequency. 

9.2.6 The number of buses required for a 12 minute frequency and the annual operating costs 
were calculated following discussions with bus operators. 

9.2.7 Demand forecasts are similar to the A90 West of Dundee Park & Ride Study. These are 
summarised below: 

� Park & Ride – city centre only bus service: In 2012, total vehicle demand at Site 3i is 
141 vehicles, at Site 6b it is 152 vehicles. By 2022, forecast vehicle demand at Site 3i 
and 6b is 212-234 and 231-255 vehicles respectively. 

� Ninewells Hospital – Park & Ride – city centre bus service: With bus services 
extended to serve Ninewells, approximately 200 and 206 vehicles are forecast at Site 
3i and 6b respectively in 2012. By 2022, demand is forecast to reach 272-302 
vehicles at Site 3i and 285-312 vehicles at Site 6b. 
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9.2.8 The bus patronage forecast enabled the annual revenue income from bus fares to be 
calculated and this provided an estimate of the level of annual subsidy that would be 
required for each bus service option serving each site as summarised in Table 9.1. 

Table 9.1: Bus operating costs, fare income and subsidy 

 Site 3i  Site 6b  
 City centre only City centre and 

Ninewells 
City centre only City centre and 

Ninewells 

 (£’000) (£’000) (£’000) (£’000) 

Bus operating costs 421 549 268 499 

Fare income 103 127 112 134 

Bus subsidy 318 421 156 365 
 
 

9.2.9 In addition to annual bus subsidy, annual maintenance costs have been assumed to be 5% 
of the base Capital cost for economic appraisal purposes and annual Park & Ride operating 
costs of £38,000 have also been assumed. 

9.3 Economic appraisal 

9.3.1 The economic benefits of each site have been assessed using the Department for 
Transport’s Economic Appraisal software TUBA. Non-user benefits have been separately 
calculated and are based on the results of Paramics modelling of the city centre and 
Swallow Roundabout.  

9.3.2 The Benefit to Cost Ratio (BCR) for Site 3i varies between 1.5 for the city centre only service 
and 1.4 for the city centre & Ninewells service.  The BCR for Site 6b varies between 1.5 and 
1.1 depending upon the bus service scenario considered.  It can therefore be seen that 
both sites have a positive BCR. 

9.3.3 The economic costs and benefits for both sites can be summarised as: 

� Site 3i has a higher Capital cost and bus operating cost than Site 6b, but has higher 
benefits mainly due to non user benefits at Swallow Roundabout during the morning 
peak. 

� Site 6b has a lower Capital cost and lower bus operating costs, significantly lower for 
the city centre only service, but has lower non user benefits as it removes traffic on 
approach to and within the city centre only. 

 

9.3.4 As a sensitivity test, a hybrid bus service option has also been considered. Existing buses 
would be extended or rerouted to serve each Park & Ride site, supplemented by additional 
buses to provide an adequate frequency. 

9.3.5 The hybrid bus service from Site 3, would operate via Ninewells Hospital and then Perth 
Road, increasing the overall bus journey time and reducing the attractiveness of the Park & 
Ride site as an alternative to parking in the city centre. The bus service at Site 6b would 
operate to the city centre only, via Riverside Avenue. 

9.3.6 The BCR for Site 3i is reduced to 1.2, reflecting the reduced parking demand at the site; the 
BCR at Site 6b is 2.0 resulting from the reduced bus operating costs. 

9.3.7 Although both these hybrid bus services have been discussed with the bus operators there 
is no commitment to either extend or divert existing services and, as such, they are included 
only as a sensitivity test to demonstrate there may be other options for the bus service worth 
exploring.  
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9.4 Appraisal against objectives 

9.4.1 A sense check shows that both sites continue to perform well against the Planning 
Objectives.  In addition the Business Case analysis also includes an appraisal of the sites 
against STPR objectives.  This demonstrates that both sites have a good fit with both the 
specific STPR Strategic Park & Ride project objectives and the STPR national objectives in 
general. 

9.4.2 STPR Project 8’s stated contribution to the Scottish Government’s purpose is to help to 
keep city centres moving by reducing congestion in the peak periods, assist in maintaining 
the labour catchment and reducing emissions.  Both Site 3i and Site 6b would contribute 
positively towards this purpose.  

9.5 Other considerations 

9.5.1 Both site options are calculated to have positive carbon dioxide emission savings.  

9.5.2 Site 6b has the potential to serve a multi-purpose role – car parking for a proposed wildlife 
centre adjacent to the site; airport shuttle car parking service; potential synergy with TERS 
proposal for a relocated Invergowrie Rail Station, and Dundee Green Circular cycle/walking 
links adjacent to site.  

9.5.3 Depending upon the timing of its construction, there may be an opportunity for the Park & 
Ride facility to be available for the opening of the V&A @ Dundee in 2014/15 and for it to be 
considered as a V&A car park .  No allowance has been made for this or the significant 
potential for additional patronage within the economic appraisal. 

9.5.4 Both sites indicate a better BCR and lower operating costs for the city centre only service, 
significantly so in the case of Site 6b, rather than a service serving both the city centre and 
Ninewells Hospital.  However, there may be an opportunity for NHS Tayside to consider 
providing a minibus shuttle service to/from the site. 

9.5.5 Site 3i is north west of the A90 Trunk Road and, although this provides the opportunity to 
remove traffic from the A90, the bus operators have expressed concern that crossing the 
A90 may affect journey time reliability for bus services.  

9.5.6 The bus services for both sites would also interact with Dundee’s existing urban bus priority 
system. 

9.6 Conclusions 

9.6.1 Both sites 3 and 6b meet the study Planning Objectives and contribute positively to the 
STPR objectives.  Both sites also have a positive BCR, but offer different strengths and 
weaknesses : 

� Site 6b has a lower Capital cost and, in the city centre only bus service option, has a 
significantly lower annual bus operating cost than Site 3; 

� both Site 3i and Site 6b will reduce congestion on approach to and within central 
Dundee, however only Site 3i has the potential to reduce congestion at A90 Swallow 
Roundabout;  

� both sites contribute positively towards the Scottish Government’s STPR Project 8 
purpose by helping to keep the city centre moving by reducing congestion in the 
peak period.  Site 6b is forecast to remove slightly more traffic from Dundee city 
centre than Site 3i. 

 

9.6.2 As both sites offer differing benefits it is recommended that Tactran further explore the 
findings of the Technical Report and Business Case with Stakeholder organisations with a 
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view to reaching agreement on the funding and implementation of a Park & Ride site to the 
West of Dundee. 
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Appendix A 

Scheme layouts 
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Figure A.1: Site 3i layout 
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Figure A.2: Site 3i relocated lay-by 
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Figure A 3: Site 6b layout 
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Appendix B 

Scheme costs 
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Site 3i – pavement design 1 (car only) 
Car park Quantity Unit Rate Total 

Site clearance  Allow Sum £4,900.00 

Earthworks - class 5A 2,509 m3 £2.92 £7,326.28 

Earthworks - acceptable excluding class 5A 3,339 m3 £5.55 £18,531.45 

Earthworks - (off-site disposal) 334 m3 £2.13 £711.42 

Earthworks (deposition of fill material gained on-site) 3,005 m3 £0.86 £2,584.30 

Pavements - sub-base 2,473.4 m3 £32.80 £81,127.52 

Pavements - base 150mm CRC 930 m2 £23.92 £22,245.60 

Pavements - base 120mm AC 11,437 m2 £14.42 £164,921.54 

Pavements - binder 60mm AC 12,367 m2 £8.44 £104,377.48 

Pavements - surface coat 40mm AC 12,367 m2 £7.10 £87,805.70 

Pavements - tack coat 12,367 m2 £0.62 £7,667.54 

Drainage - pipes and pipe work 900 m £100.00 £90,000.00 

Drainage - chambers and connections 12 no. £1,320.00 £15,840.00 

Drainage - gullys and connections 50 no. £450.00 £22,500.00 

Kerbs HB2 2,384 m £15.50 £36,952.00 

Kerbs EF edging 780 m £10.00 £7,800.00 

Footways 4,359 m2 £25.00 £108,975.00 

Fencing 575 m £18.47 £10,620.25 

Traffic signs and road markings  Allow Sum £4,800.00 

Street lighting  Allow Sum £86,000.00 

CCTV 12,367 m2 £5.10 £63,071.70 

Shelter  Allow Sum £20,000.00 

Real-time passenger information  Allow Sum £20,000.00 

Electric car charging points 6 no. £2,000.00 £12,000.00 

Car park sub totalCar park sub totalCar park sub totalCar park sub total                £1,000,757.78£1,000,757.78£1,000,757.78£1,000,757.78    

     

Drainage and attenuation works     

Attenuation basin, manhole and pipeworks  Allow Sum £20,000.00 

Drainage and attenuation works sub totalDrainage and attenuation works sub totalDrainage and attenuation works sub totalDrainage and attenuation works sub total                £20,000.00£20,000.00£20,000.00£20,000.00    

     

Link road     

Site clearance  Allow Sum £1,000.00 

Earthworks - class 5A 230 m3 £2.92 £671.60 

Earthworks - acceptable excluding class 5A 107 m3 £5.55 £593.85 

Earthworks - (off-site disposal) 10.7 m3 £2.13 £22.79 

Earthworks (deposition of fill material gained on-site) 96.3 m3 £0.86 £82.82 

Earthworks (embankments - imported fill 6F) 11,800 m3 £30.00 £354,000.00 

Deposition and compaction of fill 11,800 m3 £1.21 £14,278.00 

Pavements - sub-base 307 m3 £32.80 £10,063.04 

Pavements - base 150mm AC 1,534 m2 £17.17 £26,338.78 

Pavements - binder 60mm AC 1,534 m2 £8.44 £12,946.96 

Pavements - surface coat 40mm AC 1,534 m2 £7.10 £10,891.40 

Pavements - tack coat 1,534 m2 £0.62 £951.08 

Drainage - pipes and pipe work 200 m £100.00 £20,000.00 

Drainage - chambers and connections 4 no. £1,320.00 £5,280.00 

Drainage - gullys and connections 8 no. £450.00 £3,600.00 

Kerbs HB2 405.7 m £15.50 £6,287.73 

Kerbs EF edging 405.7 m £10.00 £4,056.60 

Footways 405.7 m2 £25.00 £10,141.50 

Fencing 334 m £18.47 £6,168.98 

Traffic signs and road markings  Allow Sum £2,700.00 

Street lighting  Allow Sum £23,000.00 

Bridge  Allow Sum £407,925.00 

Flood channels  Allow Sum £367,500.00 

Link road sub totalLink road sub totalLink road sub totalLink road sub total                £1,288,500.13£1,288,500.13£1,288,500.13£1,288,500.13    

     

Slip road 2     

Site clearance  Allow Sum £2,800.00 

Earthworks - class 5A 259 m3 £2.92 £756.28 

Earthworks - acceptable excluding class 5A 518 m3 £5.55 £2,874.90 

Earthworks - (off-site disposal) 51.8 m3 £2.13 £110.33 

Pavements - sub-base 345.6 m3 £32.80 £11,335.68 

Pavements - base 150mm AC 1,728 m2 £17.17 £29,669.76 

Pavements - binder 60mm AC 1,728 m2 £8.44 £14,584.32 

Pavements - surface coat 40mm AC 1,728 m2 £7.10 £12,268.80 

Pavements - tack coat 1,728 m2 £0.62 £1,071.36 

Drainage - pipes and pipe work 250 m £100.00 £25,000.00 

Drainage - chambers and connections 4 no. £1,320.00 £5,280.00 

Drainage - gullys and connections 8 no. £450.00 £3,600.00 

Kerbs HB2 812.2 m £15.50 £12,589.41 
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Car park Quantity Unit Rate Total 

Fencing 390 m £18.47 £7,203.30 

Traffic signs and road markings  Allow Sum £1,700.00 

Street lighting  Allow Sum £13,200.00 

Slip road sub totalSlip road sub totalSlip road sub totalSlip road sub total                £144,044.14£144,044.14£144,044.14£144,044.14    

     

InfrastrucInfrastrucInfrastrucInfrastructttture costs sub totalure costs sub totalure costs sub totalure costs sub total                £2,453,302.05£2,453,302.05£2,453,302.05£2,453,302.05    

     

Other costs     

Allow contractors preliminaries   20% £490,660.41 

Traffic management   5% £122,665.10 

Contingencies   15% £367,995.31 

Site investigation  Allow Sum £20,000.00 

Landscaping  Allow Sum £65,000.00 

Design fees  Allow 5.5% £161,917.94 

Site supervision  Allow 2.0% £58,879.25 

Utilities - diversions and reinforcements  Allow Sum £100,000.00 

Other costs sub totalOther costs sub totalOther costs sub totalOther costs sub total                £1,387,118.01£1,387,118.01£1,387,118.01£1,387,118.01    

     

Grand totalGrand totalGrand totalGrand total                £3,840,420.06£3,840,420.06£3,840,420.06£3,840,420.06    

     

Grand total - contingencies    £3,472,424.75 
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Site 3i – pavement design 2 (including overnight HGV parking) 
Car park Quantity Unit Rate Total 

Site clearance  Allow Sum £4,900.00 

Earthworks - class 5A 2,509 m3 £2.92 £7,326.28 

Earthworks - acceptable excluding class 5A 3,547 m3 £5.55 £19,685.85 

Earthworks - (off-site disposal) 355 m3 £2.13 £756.15 

Earthworks (deposition of fill material gained on-site) 3,192 m3 £0.86 £2,745.12 

Pavements - sub-base 2,473.4 m3 £32.80 £81,127.52 

Pavements - base 150mm CRC 930 m2 £23.92 £22,245.60 

Pavements - base 150mm AC 5,997 m2 £17.17 £102,968.49 

Pavements - base 120mm AC 5,440 m2 £14.42 £78,444.80 

Pavements - binder 60mm AC 12,367 m2 £8.44 £104,377.48 

Pavements - surface coat 40mm AC 12,367 m2 £7.10 £87,805.70 

Pavements - tack coat 12,367 m2 £0.62 £7,667.54 

Drainage - pipes and pipe work 900 m £100.00 £90,000.00 

Drainage - chambers and connections 12 no. £1,320.00 £15,840.00 

Drainage - gullys and connections 50 no. £450.00 £22,500.00 

Kerbs HB2 2,384 m £15.50 £36,952.00 

Kerbs EF edging 780 m £10.00 £7,800.00 

Footways 4,359 m2 £25.00 £108,975.00 

Fencing 575 m £18.47 £10,620.25 

Traffic signs and road markings  Allow Sum £4,800.00 

Street lighting  Allow Sum £86,000.00 

CCTV 12,367 m2 £5.10 £63,071.70 

Shelter  Allow Sum £20,000.00 

Real-time passenger information  Allow Sum £20,000.00 

Electric car charging points 6 no. £2,000.00 £12,000.00 

Car park sub totalCar park sub totalCar park sub totalCar park sub total                £1,018,609.48£1,018,609.48£1,018,609.48£1,018,609.48    

     

Drainage and attenuation works     

Attenuation basin, manhole and pipeworks  Allow Sum £20,000.00 

Drainage and attenuation works sub totalDrainage and attenuation works sub totalDrainage and attenuation works sub totalDrainage and attenuation works sub total                £20,000.00£20,000.00£20,000.00£20,000.00    

     

Link road     

Site clearance  Allow Sum £1,000.00 

Earthworks - class 5A 230 m3 £2.92 £671.60 

Earthworks - acceptable excluding class 5A 107 m3 £5.55 £593.85 

Earthworks - (off-site disposal) 10.7 m3 £2.13 £22.79 

Earthworks (deposition of fill material gained on-site) 96.3 m3 £0.86 £82.82 

Earthworks (embankments - imported fill 6F) 11,800 m3 £30.00 £354,000.00 

Deposition and compaction of fill 11,800 m3 £1.21 £14,278.00 

Pavements - sub-base 307 m3 £32.80 £10,063.04 

Pavements - base 150mm AC 1,534 m2 £17.17 £26,338.78 

Pavements - binder 60mm AC 1,534 m2 £8.44 £12,946.96 

Pavements - surface coat 40mm AC 1,534 m2 £7.10 £10,891.40 

Pavements - tack coat 1,534 m2 £0.62 £951.08 

Drainage - pipes and pipe work 200 m £100.00 £20,000.00 

Drainage - chambers and connections 4 no. £1,320.00 £5,280.00 

Drainage - gullys and connections 8 no. £450.00 £3,600.00 

Kerbs HB2 405.7 m £15.50 £6,287.73 

Kerbs EF edging 405.7 m £10.00 £4,056.60 

Footways 405.7 m2 £25.00 £10,141.50 

Fencing 334 m £18.47 £6,168.98 

Traffic signs and road markings  Allow Sum £2,700.00 

Street lighting  Allow Sum £23,000.00 

Bridge  Allow Sum £407,925.00 

Flood channels  Allow Sum £367,500.00 

Link road sub totalLink road sub totalLink road sub totalLink road sub total                £1,288,500.13£1,288,500.13£1,288,500.13£1,288,500.13    

     

Slip road 2     

Site clearance  Allow Sum £2,800.00 

Earthworks - class 5A 259 m3 £2.92 £756.28 

Earthworks - acceptable excluding class 5A 518 m3 £5.55 £2,874.90 

Earthworks - (off-site disposal) 51.8 m3 £2.13 £110.33 

Pavements - sub-base 345.6 m3 £32.80 £11,335.68 

Pavements - base 150mm AC 1,728 m2 £17.17 £29,669.76 

Pavements - binder 60mm AC 1,728 m2 £8.44 £14,584.32 

Pavements - surface coat 40mm AC 1,728 m2 £7.10 £12,268.80 

Pavements - tack coat 1,728 m2 £0.62 £1,071.36 

Drainage - pipes and pipe work 250 m £100.00 £25,000.00 

Drainage - chambers and connections 4 no. £1,320.00 £5,280.00 

Drainage - gullys and connections 8 no. £450.00 £3,600.00 
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Car park Quantity Unit Rate Total 

Kerbs HB2 812.2 m £15.50 £12,589.41 

Fencing 390 m £18.47 £7,203.30 

Traffic signs and road markings  Allow Sum £1,700.00 

Street lighting  Allow Sum £13,200.00 

Slip road sub totalSlip road sub totalSlip road sub totalSlip road sub total                £144,044.14£144,044.14£144,044.14£144,044.14    

     

Infrastructure costs sub totalInfrastructure costs sub totalInfrastructure costs sub totalInfrastructure costs sub total                £2,471,153.75£2,471,153.75£2,471,153.75£2,471,153.75    

     

Other costs     

Allow contractors preliminaries   20% £494,230.75 

Traffic management   5% £123,557.69 

Contingencies   15% £370,673.06 

Site investigation  Allow Sum £20,000.00 

Landscaping  Allow Sum £65,000.00 

Design fees  Allow 5.5% £163,096.15 

Site supervision  Allow 2.0% £59,307.69 

Utilities - diversions and reinforcements  Allow Sum £100,000.00 

Other costs sub totalOther costs sub totalOther costs sub totalOther costs sub total                £1,395,865.34£1,395,865.34£1,395,865.34£1,395,865.34    

     

Grand totalGrand totalGrand totalGrand total                £3,867,019.09£3,867,019.09£3,867,019.09£3,867,019.09    

     

Grand total - contingencies    £3,496,346.03 
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Site 3i – lay-by 
Car park Total 

SERIES 200: Site clearance £4,700 

SERIES 500: Drainage and service ducts £4,700 

SERIES 600: Earthworks £23,300 

SERIES 700: Pavements £64,200 

SERIES 1100: Kerbs, footways and paved areas £15,100 

SERIES 1200: Traffic signs and road markings £1,900 

SERIES 1300: Road lighting columns and brackets, CCTV masts and cantilever masts £3,200 

SERIES 1400: Electrical work for road lighting and traffic signs £3,900 

Slip road sub totalSlip road sub totalSlip road sub totalSlip road sub total    £121,000£121,000£121,000£121,000    

  

Contractors preliminaries (20%) £24,200 

Traffic management (20%) £24,200 

Contingencies (15%) £18,150 

Design fees (5.5%) £7,986 

Site supervision (2%) £2,904 

Utilities - diversions and reinforcements £20,000 

  

Grand totalGrand totalGrand totalGrand total    £218,440£218,440£218,440£218,440    

  

Grand total - contingencies £200,290 
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Site 6b – pavement design 1 (car only) 
Car park Quantity Unit Rate Total 

Site clearance  Allow Sum £4,900.00 

Earthworks - class 5A 6,416 m3 £2.92 £18,734.72 

Earthworks - acceptable excluding class 5A 8,102 m3 £5.55 £44,966.10 

Earthworks - (off-site disposal) 810 m3 £2.13 £1,725.30 

Earthworks (deposition of fill material gained on-site) 7,292 m3 £0.86 £6,271.12 

Earthworks (imported fill 6F) 7,789 m3 £30.00 £233,670.00 

Deposition and compaction of fill 7,789 m3 £1.21 £9,424.69 

Pavements - sub-base 2,596.4 m3 £32.80 £85,161.92 

Pavements - base 150mm CRC 1,040 m2 £23.92 £24,876.80 

Pavements - base 150mm AC 739 m2 £17.17 £12,688.63 

Pavements - base 120mm AC 11,203 m2 £14.42 £161,547.26 

Pavements - binder 60mm AC 12,982 m2 £8.44 £109,568.08 

Pavements - surface coat 40mm AC 12,982 m2 £7.10 £92,172.20 

Pavements - tack coat 12,982 m2 £0.62 £8,048.84 

Drainage - pipes and pipe work 1,020 m £100.00 £102,000.00 

Drainage - chambers and connections 12 no. £1,320.00 £15,840.00 

Drainage - gullys and connections 55 no. £450.00 £24,750.00 

Kerbs HB2 1,887 m £15.50 £29,248.50 

Kerbs EF edging 180 m £10.00 £1,800.00 

Footways 3,058 m2 £25.00 £76,450.00 

Fencing 700 m £18.47 £12,929.00 

Traffic signs and road markings  Allow Sum £4,800.00 

Street lighting  Allow Sum £86,000.00 

CCTV 15,301 m2 £5.10 £78,035.10 

Shelter  Allow Sum £20,000.00 

Real-time passenger information  Allow Sum £20,000.00 

Electric car charging points 6 no. £2,000.00 £12,000.00 

Car park sub totalCar park sub totalCar park sub totalCar park sub total                £1,297,608.26£1,297,608.26£1,297,608.26£1,297,608.26    

     

Drainage and attenuation works     

Attenuation basin, manhole and pipeworks  Allow Sum £20,000.00 

Drainage and attenuation works sub totalDrainage and attenuation works sub totalDrainage and attenuation works sub totalDrainage and attenuation works sub total                £20,000.00£20,000.00£20,000.00£20,000.00    

     

Footways     

Site clearance  Allow Sum £1,800.00 

Earthworks 230 m3 £2.92 £2,000.00 

Kerbs HB2 230.0 m £15.50 £3,565.00 

Kerbs EF edging 310.0 m £10.00 £3,100.00 

Footways 802.0 m2 £25.00 £20,050.00 

Street lighting  Allow Sum £23,000.00 

Link road sub totalLink road sub totalLink road sub totalLink road sub total                £53,515.00£53,515.00£53,515.00£53,515.00    

     

Roundabout     

Site clearance  Allow Sum £5,000.00 

Earthworks - class 5A 252 m3 £2.92 £735.84 

Earthworks - acceptable excluding class 5A 409 m3 £5.55 £2,269.95 

Earthworks - (off-site disposal) 41.0 m3 £2.13 £87.33 

Earthworks (deposition of fill material gained on-site) 368 m3 £0.86 £316.48 

Earthworks (imported fill 6F) 377 m3 £30.00 £11,310.00 

Deposition and compaction of fill 377 m3 £1.21 £456.17 

Pavements - sub-base 126.0 m3 £32.80 £4,132.80 

Pavements - base 150mm AC 629 m2 £17.17 £10,799.93 

Pavements - binder 60mm AC 2,195 m2 £8.44 £18,525.80 

Pavements - surface coat 40mm AC 2,195 m2 £7.10 £15,584.50 

Pavements - tack coat 2,195 m2 £0.62 £1,360.90 

Cold milling 1,566 m2 £5.40 £8,456.40 

Drainage - pipes and pipe work 150 m £100.00 £15,000.00 

Drainage - chambers and connections 4 no. £1,320.00 £5,280.00 

Drainage - gullys and connections 8 no. £450.00 £3,600.00 

Kerbs HB2 324.0 m £15.50 £5,022.00 

Traffic signs and road markings  Allow Sum £7,500.00 

Street lighting  Allow Sum £30,000.00 

Landscaping  Allow Sum £6,000.00 

Slip road sub totalSlip road sub totalSlip road sub totalSlip road sub total                £151,438.10£151,438.10£151,438.10£151,438.10    

     

Infrastructure costs sub totalInfrastructure costs sub totalInfrastructure costs sub totalInfrastructure costs sub total                £1,522,561.36£1,522,561.36£1,522,561.36£1,522,561.36    

     

Other costs     

Allow contractors preliminaries   20% £304,512.27 

Traffic management   5% £76,128.07 
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Car park Quantity Unit Rate Total 

Contingencies   15% £228,384.20 

Site investigation  Allow Sum £20,000.00 

Landscaping  Allow Sum £65,000.00 

Design fees  Allow 5.5% £100,489.05 

Site supervision  Allow 2.0% £36,541.47 

Utilities - diversions and reinforcements  Allow Sum £100,000.00 

Other costs sub totalOther costs sub totalOther costs sub totalOther costs sub total                £931,055.07£931,055.07£931,055.07£931,055.07    

     

Grand totalGrand totalGrand totalGrand total                £2,453,616.43£2,453,616.43£2,453,616.43£2,453,616.43    

     

Grand total - contingencies    £2,225,232.22 
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Site 6b – pavement design 2 (including overnight HGV parking) 
Car park Quantity Unit Rate Total 

Site clearance  Allow Sum £4,900.00 

Earthworks - class 5A 6,416 m3 £2.92 £18,734.72 

Earthworks - acceptable excluding class 5A 8,262 m3 £5.55 £45,854.10 

Earthworks - (off-site disposal) 826 m3 £2.13 £1,759.38 

Earthworks (deposition of fill material gained on-site) 7,436 m3 £0.86 £6,394.96 

Earthworks (imported fill 6F) 7,789 m3 £30.00 £233,670.00 

Deposition and compaction of fill 7,789 m3 £1.21 £9,424.69 

Pavements - sub-base 2,596.4 m3 £32.80 £85,161.92 

Pavements - base 150mm CRC 1,040 m2 £23.92 £24,876.80 

Pavements - base 150mm AC 7,128 m2 £17.17 £122,387.76 

Pavements - base 120mm AC 5,854 m2 £14.42 £84,414.68 

Pavements - binder 60mm AC 12,982 m2 £8.44 £109,568.08 

Pavements - surface coat 40mm AC 12,982 m2 £7.10 £92,172.20 

Pavements - tack coat 12,982 m2 £0.62 £8,048.84 

Drainage - pipes and pipe work 1,020 m £100.00 £102,000.00 

Drainage - chambers and connections 12 no. £1,320.00 £15,840.00 

Drainage - gullys and connections 55 no. £450.00 £24,750.00 

Kerbs HB2 1,887 m £15.50 £29,248.50 

Kerbs EF edging 180 m £10.00 £1,800.00 

Footways 3,058 m2 £25.00 £76,450.00 

Fencing 700 m £18.47 £12,929.00 

Traffic signs and road markings  Allow Sum £4,800.00 

Street lighting  Allow Sum £86,000.00 

CCTV 15,301 m2 £5.10 £78,035.10 

Shelter  Allow Sum £20,000.00 

Real-time passenger information  Allow Sum £20,000.00 

Electric car charging points 6 no. £2,000.00 £12,000.00 

Car park sub totalCar park sub totalCar park sub totalCar park sub total                £1,331,220.73£1,331,220.73£1,331,220.73£1,331,220.73    

     

Drainage and attenuation works     

Attenuation basin, manhole and pipeworks  Allow Sum £20,000.00 

Drainage and attenuation works sub totalDrainage and attenuation works sub totalDrainage and attenuation works sub totalDrainage and attenuation works sub total                £20,000.00£20,000.00£20,000.00£20,000.00    

     

Footways     

Site clearance  Allow Sum £1,800.00 

Earthworks 230 m3 £2.92 £2,000.00 

Kerbs HB2 230.0 m £15.50 £3,565.00 

Kerbs EF edging 310.0 m £10.00 £3,100.00 

Footways 802.0 m2 £25.00 £20,050.00 

Street lighting  Allow Sum £23,000.00 

Link road sub totalLink road sub totalLink road sub totalLink road sub total                £53,515.00£53,515.00£53,515.00£53,515.00    

     

Roundabout     

Site clearance  Allow Sum £5,000.00 

Earthworks - class 5A 252 m3 £2.92 £735.84 

Earthworks - acceptable excluding class 5A 409 m3 £5.55 £2,269.95 

Earthworks - (off-site disposal) 41.0 m3 £2.13 £87.33 

Earthworks (deposition of fill material gained on-site) 368 m3 £0.86 £316.48 

Earthworks (imported fill 6F) 377 m3 £30.00 £11,310.00 

Deposition and compaction of fill 377 m3 £1.21 £456.17 

Pavements - sub-base 126.0 m3 £32.80 £4,132.80 

Pavements - base 150mm AC 629 m2 £17.17 £10,799.93 

Pavements - binder 60mm AC 2,195 m2 £8.44 £18,525.80 

Pavements - surface coat 40mm AC 2,195 m2 £7.10 £15,584.50 

Pavements - tack coat 2,195 m2 £0.62 £1,360.90 

Cold milling 1,566 m2 £5.40 £8,456.40 

Drainage - pipes and pipe work 150 m £100.00 £15,000.00 

Drainage - chambers and connections 4 no. £1,320.00 £5,280.00 

Drainage - gullys and connections 8 no. £450.00 £3,600.00 

Kerbs HB2 324.0 m £15.50 £5,022.00 

Traffic signs and road markings  Allow Sum £7,500.00 

Street lighting  Allow Sum £30,000.00 

Landscaping  Allow Sum £6,000.00 

Slip road sub totalSlip road sub totalSlip road sub totalSlip road sub total                £151,438.10£151,438.10£151,438.10£151,438.10    

     

Infrastructure costs sub totalInfrastructure costs sub totalInfrastructure costs sub totalInfrastructure costs sub total                £1,556,173.83£1,556,173.83£1,556,173.83£1,556,173.83    

     

Other costs     

Allow contractors preliminaries   20% £311,234.77 

Traffic management   5% £77,808.69 
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Car park Quantity Unit Rate Total 

Contingencies   15% £233,426.07 

Site investigation  Allow Sum £20,000.00 

Landscaping  Allow Sum £65,000.00 

Design fees  Allow 5.5% £102,707.47 

Site supervision  Allow 2.0% £37,348.17 

Utilities - diversions and reinforcements  Allow Sum £100,000.00 

Other costs sub totalOther costs sub totalOther costs sub totalOther costs sub total                £947,525.18£947,525.18£947,525.18£947,525.18    

     

Grand totalGrand totalGrand totalGrand total                £2,503,699.01£2,503,699.01£2,503,699.01£2,503,699.01    

     

Grand total - contingencies    £2,270,272.93 
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Risk register - Site 3i 
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Procurement 3.1.1 Complexity of Contract Structure Not at contract procurement 3 2 6 10 6 2.4% 0.3%  

 3.1.2 
Late Contractor Involvement in 
Design Lack of buildability information 3 2 6 10 6 2.4% 0.3% 3% 

 3.1.3 Poor Contractor Capabilities Not at contract procurement 3 2 6 10 6 2.4% 0.3%  

 3.1.4 Government Guidelines 
Not following Procurement 
Guidance 4 1 4 10 4 1.6% 0.2%  

 3.1.5 Dispute and Claims Occurred Not at contract procurement 4 2 8 10 8 3.2% 0.3% 21% 

 3.1.6 Information Management Not at contract procurement 3 1 3 10 3 1.2% 0.1%  

  Client Specification:  3 1    0.0% 0.0%  

 3.1.7 Funding availability Funding not confirmed 5 4 20 10 20 8.0% 0.8%  

 3.1.8 Large number of stakeholders Disagreement 3 1 3 10 3 1.2% 0.1%  

 3.1.9 Project management team 
Lack of appropriate/ sutable 
PMs 4 2 8 10 8 3.2% 0.3%  

 3.1.10 Poor project intelligence  4 2 8 10 8 3.2% 0.3%  

           28.8%28.8%28.8%28.8%    3.0%3.0%3.0%3.0%     

Project 
Specific   Design Complexity               

 3.2.1 
Substrate conditions (rock 

excavation) Site 3i not investigated 4 3 12 10 12 4.0% 0.7%  

 3.2.2 
Made ground (soft & weak 

silty/gravelly material) Site 3i not investigated 4 3 12 10 12 4.0% 0.7%  

 3.2.3 Excessive moisture drainage Site 3i not investigated 4 3 12 10 12 4.0% 0.7%  

 3.2.4 Ground contamination 
Lack of design consideration/ 
mitigation 4 3 12 10 12 4.0% 0.7%  

 3.2.5 Degree of Innovation  2 2 4 10 4 1.3% 0.2%  

 3.2.6 Environmental Impact Low Risk 3 3 9 10 9 3.0% 0.5% 22% 

 3.2.7 Utility diversions Utilitity apparatus unknown 3 2 6 10 6 2.0% 0.4%  

  Land:         0.0% 0.0%  

 3.2.8 
Land take and trying to 
accommodate SUDS 

Site 3i private/ Site 6 Owned by 
DCC 3 2 6 10 6 2.0% 0.4%  
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 3.2.9 Public access right of way Lack of knowldege of RoW 3 2 6 10 6 2.0% 0.4%  

 3.2.10 Land boundaries Not confirmed 3 3 9 10 9 3.0% 0.5%  

 3.2.11 Land purchase  3 2 6 10 6 2.0% 0.4%  

 3.2.12 CPO objections / delay Site 3 3 3 9 10 9 3.0% 0.5%  

 3.2.13 Other       10  0.0% 0.0% 18% 

             34.3%34.3%34.3%34.3%    6.0%6.0%6.0%6.0%     

Client 
Specific 3.3.1 Inadequacy of Business Case 

Patronage forecasts/ Reduced 
income 3 2 6 10 6 4.8% 0.4% 10% 

 3.3.2 Large Number of Stakeholders  3 1 3 10 3 2.4% 0.2%  

 3.3.3 Funding Availability  5 4 20 10 20 16.0% 1.2%  

 3.3.4 Project Management  4 2 8 10 8 6.4% 0.5%  

 3.3.5 Poor Project Intelligence  4 2 8 10 8 6.4% 0.5% 7% 

 3.3.6 Others (specify)       10  0.0% 0.0%  

             36.0%36.0%36.0%36.0%    2.7%2.7%2.7%2.7%     

Environment 3.4.1 Public Relations 
Lack of consultation/ 
notification 3 2 6 10 6 1.7% 0.1% 9% 

  Site Characteristics            

 3.4.2 Landscaping mitigation Lack of 'good' design 3 2 6 10 6 1.7% 0.1% 3% 

 3.4.3 Endangered species Low Risk 4 3 12 10 12 3.4% 0.2%  

 3.4.4 Invasive species Low Risk 2 1 2 10 2 0.6% 0.0%  

 3.4.5 ES process Low Risk 2 1 2 10 2 0.6% 0.0%  

 3.4.6 Impact on airport No Impact on Airport for Site 3         0.0%  

 3.4.7 Contamination/ Methane Gas Low Risk 2 1 2 10 2 0.6% 0.0%  

 3.4.8 Impact on Quality Hotel Low Risk 2 1 2 10 2 0.6% 0.0%  

 3.4.9 Impact on SINC / TPO Low Risk 3 3 9 10 9 2.6% 0.1%  

  Permits/ Consents/ Approvals            

 3.4.10 
Planning approval / construction 

consent Lack of permissions 5 2 10 10 10 2.9% 0.2%  

 3.4.11 
Road Orders/ Rights of Way (incl 

changes) Lack of permissions 4 3 12 10 12 3.4% 0.2%  

 3.4.12 Contaminated Land Classification 
Classfication impacts on 
buildability of site 1 1 1 10 1 0.3% 0.0%  
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 3.4.13 Information management 
Poor management results in 
omissions 3 2 6 10 6 1.7% 0.1%  

 3.4.14 Weather impacts to construction Results in construction delay 3 3 9 10 9 2.6% 0.1%  

 3.4.15 Archaeological finds Site 3? 3 2 6 10 6 1.7% 0.1%  

             24.3%24.3%24.3%24.3%    1.3%1.3%1.3%1.3%     

External 
Influences 3.5.1 Political 

Policy change impacts on 
objectives 4 2 8 10 8 6.4% 0.2%   

 3.5.2 Economic Economic downturn 3 2 6 10 6 4.8% 0.1% 7% 

 3.5.3 Legislation. Regulation 
Change increases cost / adds 
restrictions 3 2 6 10 6 4.8% 0.1%  

 3.5.4 Technology Use of unproven technology 2 1 2 10 2 1.6% 0.0%  

  Others (specify)       10  0.0% 0.0%  

 3.5.5 
Higher standards demanded from 

key stakeholders 
Increased cost as a result of 
specification change 3 2 6 10 6 4.8% 0.1%  

                  22.4%22.4%22.4%22.4%    0.7%0.7%0.7%0.7%      

          13.7%13.7%13.7%13.7%    100%100%100%100%    
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Procurement 6.1.1 Complexity of Contract Structure Not at contract procurement 3 2 6 10 6 2.4% 0.3%  

 6.1.2 
Late Contractor Involvement in 
Design Lack of buildability information 3 2 6 10 6 2.4% 0.3% 3% 

 6.1.3 Poor Contractor Capabilities Not at contract procurement 3 2 6 10 6 2.4% 0.3%  

 6.1.4 Government Guidelines 
Not following Procurement 
Guidance 4 1 4 10 4 1.6% 0.2%  

 6.1.5 Dispute and Claims Occurred Not at contract procurement 4 2 8 10 8 3.2% 0.3% 21% 

 6.1.6 Information Management Not at contract procurement 3 1 3 10 3 1.2% 0.1%  

  Client Specification:  3 1       

 6.1.7 Funding availability Funding not confirmed 5 4 20 10 20 8.0% 0.8%  

 6.1.8 Large number of stakeholders Disagreement 3 1 3 10 3 1.2% 0.1%  

 6.1.9 Project management team 
Lack of appropriate/ sutable 
PMs 4 2 8 10 8 3.2% 0.3%  

 6.1.10 Poor project intelligence  4 2 8 10 8 3.2% 0.3%  

            28282828.8%.8%.8%.8%    3.0%3.0%3.0%3.0%     

Project 
Specific   Design Complexity               

 6.2.1 
Substrate conditions (rock 

excavation) 6b GI info to hand - 3 less so 4 2 8 10 8 2.7% 0.5%  

 6.2.2 
Made ground (soft & weak 

silty/gravelly material) 6b GI info to hand - 3 less so 4 3 12 10 12 4.0% 0.7%  

 6.2.3 Excessive moisture drainage 6b GI info to hand - 3 less so 4 3 12 10 12 4.0% 0.7%  

 6.2.4 Ground contamination 
Lack of design consideration/ 
mitigation 4 3 12 10 12 4.0% 0.7%  

 6.2.5 Degree of Innovation  2 2 4 10 4 1.3% 0.2%  

 6.2.6 Environmental Impact 

Environmenmtal damage 
through lack of design and 
construction methods 2 2 4 10 4 1.3% 0.2% 22% 

 6.2.7 Utility diversions Utilitity apparatus unknown 4 3 12 10 12 4.0% 0.7%  

  Land:       10     

 6.2.8 Land take and trying to Site 3i private/ Site 6 Owned by 2 2 4 10 4 1.3% 0.2%  
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accommodate SUDS DCC 

 6.2.9 Public access right of way Lack of knowldege of RoW 2 2 4 10 4 1.3% 0.2%  

 6.2.10 Land boundaries Not confirmed 2 2 4 10 4 1.3% 0.2%  

 6.2.11 Land purchase Site 6 lack of transfer 2 2 4 10 4 1.3% 0.2%  

 6.2.12 CPO objections / delay Site 3? 2 1 2 10 2 0.7% 0.1%  

 6.2.13 Others (specify)       10  0.0% 0.0% 18% 

             27.3%27.3%27.3%27.3%    4.8%4.8%4.8%4.8%     

Client 
Specific 6.3.1 Inadequacy of Business Case Patronage forecasts 3 2 6 10 6 4.8% 0.4% 10% 

 6.3.2 Large Number of Stakeholders  3 1 3 10 3 2.4% 0.2%  

 6.3.3 Funding Availability  5 4 20 10 20 16.0% 1.2%  

 6.3.4 Project Management  4 2 8 10 8 6.4% 0.5%  

 6.3.5 Poor Project Intelligence  4 2 8 10 8 6.4% 0.5% 7% 

 6.3.6 Others (specify)       10     

             36.0%36.0%36.0%36.0%    2.7%2.7%2.7%2.7%     

Environment 6.4.1 Public Relations 
Lack of consultation/ 
notification 3 2 6 10 6 2.0% 0.1% 9% 

  Site Characteristics       10     

 6.4.2 Landscaping mitigation Lack of 'good' design 3 2 6 10 6 2.0% 0.1% 3% 

 6.4.3 Endangered species  3 1 3 10 3 1.0% 0.1%  

 6.4.4 Invasive species  3 1 3 10 3 1.0% 0.1%  

 6.4.5 ES process  3 2 6 10 6 2.0% 0.1%  

 6.4.6 Impact on airport Lighting impact 3 2 6 10 6 2.0% 0.1%  

 6.4.7 Contamination/ Methane Gas Excess discharge 4 2 8 10 8 2.7% 0.1%  

 6.4.8 Impact on Quality Hotel n/a for Site 6           

 6.4.9 Impact on SINC / TPO n/a for Site 6           

  Permits/ Consents/ Approvals            

 6.4.10 
Planning approval / construction 

consent Lack of permissions 5 2 10 10 10 3.3% 0.2%  

 6.4.11 
Road Orders/ Rights of Way (incl 

changes) Lack of permissions 4 1 4 10 4 1.3% 0.1%  

 6.4.12 Contaminated Land Classification Classfication impacts on 4 2 8 10 8 2.7% 0.1%  
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buildability of site 

 6.4.13 Information management 
Poor management results in 
omissions 3 2 6 10 6 2.0% 0.1%  

 6.4.14 Weather impacts to construction Results in construction delay 3 3 9 10 9 3.0% 0.2%  

 6.4.15 Archaeological finds  2 2 4 10 4 1.3% 0.1%  

             25.0%25.0%25.0%25.0%    1.3%1.3%1.3%1.3%     

External 
Influences 6.5.1 Political 

Policy change impacts on 
objectives 4 3 12 10 12 9.6% 0.3%   

 6.5.2 Economic Economic downturn 3 2 6 10 6 4.8% 0.1% 7% 

 6.5.3 Legislation. Regulation 
Change increases cost / adds 
restrictions 3 2 6 10 6 4.8% 0.1%  

 6.5.4 Technology Use of unproven technology 2 2 4 10 4 3.2% 0.1%  

  Others (specify)       10     

 6.5.5 
Higher standards demanded from 

key stakeholders 
Increased cost as a result of 
specification change 3 3 9 10 9 7.2% 0.2%  

              29.6%29.6%29.6%29.6%    0.9%0.9%0.9%0.9%      

             12.8%12.8%12.8%12.8%    100%100%100%100%    
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Table C.1: Revenue – operating costs (undiscounted) 

No. Year Site 3i Site 3i excl 
Ninewells 

Site 3i 
hybrid 

Site 6b Site 6b excl 
Ninewells 

Site 6b excl 
Ninewells 

hybrid 

1 2012 -£421,824.00 -£318,240.00 -£146,640.00 -£365,664.00 -£156,624.00 -£22,464.00 

2 2013 -£416,520.00 -£312,936.00 -£143,332.80 -£359,970.00 -£150,930.00 -£16,770.00 

3 2014 -£411,216.00 -£307,632.00 -£140,025.60 -£354,276.00 -£145,236.00 -£11,076.00 

4 2015 -£405,912.00 -£302,328.00 -£136,718.40 -£348,582.00 -£139,542.00 -£5,382.00 

5 2016 -£400,608.00 -£297,024.00 -£133,411.20 -£342,888.00 -£133,848.00 £312.00 

6 2017 -£395,304.00 -£291,720.00 -£130,104.00 -£337,194.00 -£128,154.00 £6,006.00 

7 2018 -£390,000.00 -£286,416.00 -£126,796.80 -£331,500.00 -£122,460.00 £11,700.00 

8 2019 -£384,696.00 -£281,112.00 -£123,489.60 -£325,806.00 -£116,766.00 £17,394.00 

9 2020 -£379,392.00 -£275,808.00 -£120,182.40 -£320,112.00 -£111,072.00 £23,088.00 

10 2021 -£374,088.00 -£270,504.00 -£116,875.20 -£314,418.00 -£105,378.00 £28,782.00 

11 2022 -£368,784.00 -£265,200.00 -£113,568.00 -£308,724.00 -£99,684.00 £34,476.00 

12 2023 -£363,480.00 -£259,896.00 -£110,260.80 -£303,030.00 -£93,990.00 £40,170.00 

13 2024 -£358,176.00 -£254,592.00 -£106,953.60 -£297,336.00 -£88,296.00 £45,864.00 

14 2025 -£352,872.00 -£249,288.00 -£103,646.40 -£291,642.00 -£82,602.00 £51,558.00 

15 2026 -£347,568.00 -£243,984.00 -£100,339.20 -£285,948.00 -£76,908.00 £57,252.00 

16 2027 -£342,264.00 -£238,680.00 -£97,032.00 -£280,254.00 -£71,214.00 £62,946.00 

17 2028 -£336,960.00 -£233,376.00 -£93,724.80 -£274,560.00 -£65,520.00 £68,640.00 

18 2029 -£331,656.00 -£228,072.00 -£90,417.60 -£268,866.00 -£59,826.00 £74,334.00 

19 2030 -£326,352.00 -£222,768.00 -£87,110.40 -£263,172.00 -£54,132.00 £80,028.00 

20 2031 -£321,048.00 -£217,464.00 -£83,803.20 -£257,478.00 -£48,438.00 £85,722.00 

21 2032 -£315,744.00 -£212,160.00 -£80,496.00 -£251,784.00 -£42,744.00 £91,416.00 

22 2033 -£310,440.00 -£206,856.00 -£77,188.80 -£246,090.00 -£37,050.00 £97,110.00 

23 2034 -£305,136.00 -£201,552.00 -£73,881.60 -£240,396.00 -£31,356.00 £102,804.00 

24 2035 -£299,832.00 -£196,248.00 -£70,574.40 -£234,702.00 -£25,662.00 £108,498.00 

25 2036 -£294,528.00 -£190,944.00 -£67,267.20 -£229,008.00 -£19,968.00 £114,192.00 

26 2037 -£289,224.00 -£185,640.00 -£63,960.00 -£223,314.00 -£14,274.00 £119,886.00 

27 2038 -£283,920.00 -£180,336.00 -£60,652.80 -£217,620.00 -£8,580.00 £125,580.00 

28 2039 -£278,616.00 -£175,032.00 -£57,345.60 -£211,926.00 -£2,886.00 £131,274.00 

29 2040 -£273,312.00 -£169,728.00 -£54,038.40 -£206,232.00 £2,808.00 £136,968.00 

30 2041 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

31 2042 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

32 2043 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

33 2044 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

34 2045 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

35 2046 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

36 2047 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

37 2048 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

38 2049 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

39 2050 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

40 2051 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

41 2052 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

42 2053 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

43 2054 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

44 2055 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

45 2056 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

46 2057 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

47 2058 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

48 2059 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

49 2060 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

50 2061 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

51 2062 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

52 2063 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

53 2064 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

54 2065 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

55 2066 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

56 2067 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

57 2068 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

58 2069 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

59 2070 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 

60 2071 -£268,008.00 -£164,424.00 -£50,731.20 -£200,538.00 £8,502.00 £142,662.00 
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Detailed appraisalDetailed appraisalDetailed appraisalDetailed appraisal    

 
Dundee West Park & RideDundee West Park & RideDundee West Park & RideDundee West Park & Ride    Option 3iOption 3iOption 3iOption 3i    

Estimated total public sector funding requirement Capital cost / grant 
Annual revenue support present 

Value of cost to government 
BCR / PVB 

 

  - - - - - - 0 + ++ +++ 

Summary impact on STAG criteria Environment      X   

 Safety    X    

 Economy     X   

 Integration     X   

 Accessibility and social inclusion     X   

  (Judgement based on available information against a 7pt scale) 

Intervention description: 

A Park & Ride site to the northwest of the Swallow Roundabout supports the objective to make public transport more competitive against the car.  Located on a major commuting 
route to Dundee, the site would assist in enhancing the city’s labour catchment area, by improving public transport accessibility.  The site, would possibly be linked to Ninewells 
Hospital, a major employer in the region.  Park & Ride will helps support and enhance existing bus service provision in west Dundee, providing increased frequency on key routes.  
Non user benefits would also accrue on the A90 and Riverside Avenue / Riverside Drive.  In the city centre, less traffic and reduced congestion would assist in locally reducing CO2e 
emissions. 

 

SSSSummary: rationale for selectionummary: rationale for selectionummary: rationale for selectionummary: rationale for selection    

This intervention would help keep Dundee city centre moving by reducing road congestion at peak periods.  It would also assist in maintaining the city’s labour catchment and help 
reduce city centre emissions.  The site would possibly improve accessibility to Ninewells hospital.  It would help reinforce public transport provision in the west of Dundee,  
providing an attractive option for commuters who would otherwise travel by car.  The Park & Ride would also maintain accessibility from the city’s western catchment area to areas 
of economic activity in central Dundee. 
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Planning ObjectivesPlanning ObjectivesPlanning ObjectivesPlanning Objectives    ---- STPR STPR STPR STPR    

Objective:  Performance against planning objective:  

National Objective 1National Objective 1National Objective 1National Objective 1: To promote ‘competitive’ 
inter-urban journey times. 

Slight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight Positive – Incorporating bus Park & Ride measures in this location would reduce peak hour traffic approaching the 
Swallow Roundabout from the west as well as traffic on approach to and within central Dundee.  The resulting decongestion 
benefits which would help to reduce inter-urban journey times and encourage modal shift for the most congested part of the 
journey.  

National Objective 2National Objective 2National Objective 2National Objective 2: To reduce inter-urban journey 
times on public transport. 

Slight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight Positive – Long distance buses would benefit from a reduction in morning peak queues at the Swallow Roundabout 
and on the approach to central Dundee.  

National Objective 3National Objective 3National Objective 3National Objective 3: Promote journey time 
reduction on the trunk road network for prioritised 
vehicles and users (HOV, freight, bus, etc.) or 
provide improvements to journey time reliability. 

Slight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight Positive – Reduced traffic at the Swallow Roundabout and on approach and within central Dundee would benefit these 
groups in the morning peak. 

National Objective 4National Objective 4National Objective 4National Objective 4: To promote journey time 
reductions between the Central Belt and Dundee 
primarily to allow business to achieve an effective 
working day between these centres. 

Slight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight Positive – By providing Park &Ride, this intervention would be effective in removing some traffic from the Swallow 
Roundabout and from the approaches to and within Dundee city centre.  This would benefit trips between Dundee and Perth 
and between Edinburgh / Glasgow and Dundee / Aberdeen. 

National Objective 5National Objective 5National Objective 5National Objective 5: Maximise the labour 
catchment area in city regions (favouring PT and 
balancing with other policy measures that promote 
sustainable travel). 

Slight Positive Slight Positive Slight Positive Slight Positive – Peak hour journey times into Dundee would reduce slightly from the measures taken forward in this 
intervention and this would assist in maximising the size of the 60 minute commutable labour catchment accessible by public 
transport. Additionally the availability of Park & Ride will reduce the number of commuters currently deterred by the cost of 
parking. 

National Objective 6National Objective 6National Objective 6National Objective 6: Support the development and 
implementation of the emerging national 
development interventions (NPF2) 

Slight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight Positive – The proposal will support the strategic growth potential of Dundee Waterfront and the economy of Dundee city in 
general by investing in P&R facilities, good interchange and reliable public transport, thereby encouraging modal shift and improving 
connectivity regionally and to the Central Belt and beyond and ensuring investment reflects this economic development priority for the 
East Coast. 

National Objective 7National Objective 7National Objective 7National Objective 7: Reduce CO2Eq emissions per 
person kilometre 

Slight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight Positive – This intervention is forecast to transfer some journeys from private car to public transport which will reduce 
CO2Eq emissions per person kilometre for those trips. Experience from other similar schemes indicates that there might be a 
slight increase in traffic to the specified new Park-&-Ride site but assuming any increases are not too large, there should be a 
new benefit. 

National Objective 8National Objective 8National Objective 8National Objective 8: Stabilise total CO2Eq 
emissions. 

Slight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight Positive – As No 7 

National ObjectiNational ObjectiNational ObjectiNational Objective 9ve 9ve 9ve 9: Reduce CO2Eq emissions in 
line with expectations from the emerging climate 
change bill. 

NeutralNeutralNeutralNeutral – By the year 2050 the draft Climate Change Bill requires a reduction in the total amount of CO2Eq emitted of 60% in 
comparison with the 1990 baseline. By promoting smoother traffic flow and encouraging mode shift to public transport, the 
intervention could potentially lead to slightly reduced CO2Eq emissions but not to the level proposed by the bill. 
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National Objective 10National Objective 10National Objective 10National Objective 10: To promote continuing 
reduction in accident rates and severity rates 
across the strategic transport network, supporting 
the work of the Strategic Road Safety Plan. 

NeutralNeutralNeutralNeutral – The overall impact of the measures on accident rates and severity rates is likely to be positive but negligible in a 
national context. 

National Objective 11National Objective 11National Objective 11National Objective 11: To promote seamless travel. 
PositivePositivePositivePositive – Park-&-Ride sites improve transport integration, by providing seamless connections between the car and bus 
services. In addition to facilitating transfer between modes, this also facilitates transfer from strategic to urban networks. 

National Objective 12National Objective 12National Objective 12National Objective 12: Improve the competitiveness 
of public transport relative to the car. 

PositivePositivePositivePositive – The Park & Ride scheme would allow car travellers to avoid entering the congested streets in Dundee and 
encourage additional passengers on the bus. In addition, reducing car trips into the city centre will ease congestion for other 
bus services improving their competitiveness too.  Buses would be equipped so that they would interface with Dundee’s 
existing urban bus priority system.  They would also be fitted with real time bus information. 

National Objective 13National Objective 13National Objective 13National Objective 13: To improve overall 
perceptions of public transport. 

PositivePositivePositivePositive – Frequent, high quality, branded Park & Ride bus services would be provided.  Additionally, the site would be 
maintained to a high standard, with real time bus information and CCTV. 

Objective Dundee 1Objective Dundee 1Objective Dundee 1Objective Dundee 1: To reduce the conflict between 
long distance and local traffic. 

Slight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight Positive – By removing some traffic from the Swallow Roundabout and on approach to and within Dundee city centre, 
conflicts between local and long distance traffic will be reduced. 

Objective Dundee 3Objective Dundee 3Objective Dundee 3Objective Dundee 3: To improve the public 
transport accessibility and competitiveness to 
Dundee West. 

PositivePositivePositivePositive – Park & Ride bus services will improve public transport access to Dundee West, and increase its competitiveness 
relative to car journey times to the city centre. 

 

Planning Planning Planning Planning oooobjectivesbjectivesbjectivesbjectives    –––– study specific study specific study specific study specific 

Objective:  Performance against planning objective:  

Improve the public transport accessibility to employment, health, leisure and 
recreational locations in the west of Dundee and city centre 

PositivePositivePositivePositive – More network coverage and destinations served in and from Dundee West.    

Encourage a shift toward sustainable and healthier modes of transport PositivePositivePositivePositive – Increased use of buses in Dundee.    

Reduce traffic congestion for longer distance trips in the west of Dundee  
PositivePositivePositivePositive – Potential reductions in traffic at the Swallow Roundabout and in central Dundee 
benefitting both through trips and long distance trips starting / ending in Dundee.    

Contribute to national and local air quality targets and reduce the impact of 
climate change 

PositivePositivePositivePositive – Potential air quality gains in central Dundee and at the Swallow Roundabout    

Minimise the impacts of the scheme upon the natural and built environment Slight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight Positive – Scheme may impact environmentally sensitive areas but effects can be minimised    
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Key strategic outcomesKey strategic outcomesKey strategic outcomesKey strategic outcomes 

Objective:  Performance against planning objective:  

Improve journey times and 
connections 

Slight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight Positive – Reduced traffic at the Swallow Roundabout and in central Dundee will benefit journey times. 

Reduce emissions 

NeutralNeutralNeutralNeutral – The city of Dundee currently experiences problems with traffic congestion and associated air quality issues, reflected in the designation of 
an Air Quality Management Area. The Park & Ride site will contribute to traffic reductions in the city centre which will have some limited local air 
quality benefits. Emissions of CO2Eq would be expected to be stable or slightly reduced.  If implemented as 1 of 4 sites around Dundee, Park & Ride  
has the potential to make a more significant impact on emissions reduction across Dundee. 

Improve quality, accessibility 
and affordability 

Slight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight Positive – By providing an additional option for travel into Dundee this scheme will promote accessibility and may potentially improve quality. 
The option will be low cost in comparison to the cost of public parking which will improve affordability for some users. 

 

Scottish GovScottish GovScottish GovScottish Government strategic objectivesernment strategic objectivesernment strategic objectivesernment strategic objectives 

Objective:  Performance against planning objective:  

Safer and stronger 
Slight positiveSlight positiveSlight positiveSlight positive – This intervention will encourage removal of cars from the road network which will have some accident benefits. It will increase the 
choice available to travellers into Dundee which will have economic benefits and so increase economic strength. 

Smarter Slight positiveSlight positiveSlight positiveSlight positive – This intervention will offer additional choice to those accessing colleges and universities in Dundee. 

Wealthier and fairer 
Slight positiveSlight positiveSlight positiveSlight positive – Additional transport choice will contribute to economic growth and the availability of an additional low cost transport option will 
improve fairness for those on low incomes. 

Greener 
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral – This intervention promotes the use of public transport encouraging a modal shift away from the car. However, it will also have a detrimental 
impact on the Site of Importance for Nature Conservation northwest of the Swallow Roundabout. 

Healthier 
NeutralNeutralNeutralNeutral – This intervention will encourage a modal shift from the car to buses but would not be expected to have a major impact on usage of active 
travel. 

Rationale for Selection or 
Rejection of Proposal:  

SelectedSelectedSelectedSelected – The environmental impact on the SINC site are of only local importance and benefits are otherwise positive. 

 

Implementability Implementability Implementability Implementability aaaappraisalppraisalppraisalppraisal  

Technical:  The proposal involves no novel / untried / leading edge technologies and there are no notable risks involved. 

Operational:  Provided patronage develops broadly as anticipated the proposal is operationally feasible. 

Financial:  Investment costs are relatively high and ongoing subsidy of the bus service is likely to be required. However, provided 
suitable sources of funding can be identified the proposal is financially feasible. 

Public acceptability:  Provided impacts on the Swallow Hotel Wetland SINC can be mitigated and / or presented in a publically presentable 
fashion this proposal should be publically acceptable. 
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Detailed appraisalDetailed appraisalDetailed appraisalDetailed appraisal    

 
Dundee West Park & RideDundee West Park & RideDundee West Park & RideDundee West Park & Ride    Option 6bOption 6bOption 6bOption 6b    

Estimated total public sector funding requirement Capital cost / grant 
Annual revenue support present 

Value of cost to government 
BCR / PVB 

 

  - - - - - - 0 + ++ +++ 

Summary impact on STAG criteria Environment      X   

 Safety    X    

 Economy     X   

 Integration     X   

 Accessibility and social inclusion     X   

  (Judgement based on available information against a 7pt scale) 

Intervention description: 

A Park & Ride site on Riveside Avenue supports the objective to make public transport more competitive against the car.  Located on a major commuting route to Dundee, the site 
would assist in enhancing the city’s labour catchment area, by improving public transport accessibility.  The site, would be directly linked to Ninewells Hospital, a major employer in 
the region and would provide much needed additional parking supply.  Park & Ride will helps support and enhance existing bus service provision in west Dundee, providing 
increased frequency on key routes.  Non user benefits would also accrue on Riverside Avenue / Riverside Drive.  In the city centre, less traffic and reduced congestion would assist 
in locally reducing CO2e emissions.  The site has the potential to provide a multi-purpose role, serving the city centre, Ninewells Hospital and the new adjacent Nature Park. 

 

Summary: rationale for selectionSummary: rationale for selectionSummary: rationale for selectionSummary: rationale for selection    

This intervention would help keep Dundee city centre moving by reducing road congestion at peak periods.  It would also assist in maintaining the city’s labour catchment and help 
reduce city centre emissions.  The site would possibly improve accessibility to Ninewells hospital.  It would help reinforce public transport provision in the west of Dundee,  
providing an attractive option for commuters who would otherwise travel by car.  The Park & Ride would also maintain accessibility from the city’s western catchment area to areas 
of economic activity in central Dundee. 
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Planning ObjectivesPlanning ObjectivesPlanning ObjectivesPlanning Objectives    ---- STPR STPR STPR STPR    

Objective:  Performance against planning objective:  

National Objective 1National Objective 1National Objective 1National Objective 1: To promote ‘competitive’ 
inter-urban journey times. 

Slight positiveSlight positiveSlight positiveSlight positive – This option would reduce traffic and congestion on the approach to and within Dundee city centre.  The 
resulting decongestion benefits which would help to reduce inter-urban journey times and encourage modal shift for the most 
congested part of the journey. 

National Objective 2National Objective 2National Objective 2National Objective 2: To reduce inter-urban journey 
times on public transport. 

NeutralNeutralNeutralNeutral – This option would reduce congestion on the approach to and within Dundee city centre.  Inter-urban journey times 
and reliability to Dundee would be improved, particularly at peak times.   

National Objective 3National Objective 3National Objective 3National Objective 3: Promote journey time 
reduction on the trunk road network for prioritised 
vehicles and users (HOV, freight, bus, etc.) or 
provide improvements to journey time reliability. 

Slight positiveSlight positiveSlight positiveSlight positive – Although the site does not benefit the trunk road, it would reduce traffic volumes on Riverside Avenue / 
Riverside Drive and in the city centre.  This would improve end-to-end journey time reliability for users and vehicles travelling 
to Dundee centre, especially in the morning peak. 

National Objective 4National Objective 4National Objective 4National Objective 4: To promote journey time 
reductions between the Central Belt and Dundee 
primarily to allow business to achieve an effective 
working day between these centres. 

Slight positiveSlight positiveSlight positiveSlight positive – This intervention would reduce journey times to  Dundee city centre on Riverside Avenue / Riverside Drive.  
City centre congestion would also be reduced, providing journey time savings for non Park & Ride users. 

National Objective 5National Objective 5National Objective 5National Objective 5: Maximise the labour 
catchment area in city regions (favouring PT and 
balancing with other policy measures that promote 
sustainable travel). 

Slight Positive Slight Positive Slight Positive Slight Positive – This intervention should assist in maximising the size of the 60 minute commutable labour catchment 
accessible by public transport. Additionally the availability of Park & Ride will reduce the number of commuters currently 
deterred by the cost of parking. 

National Objective 6National Objective 6National Objective 6National Objective 6: Support the development and 
implementation of the emerging national 
development interventions (NPF2) 

Slight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight Positive – The proposal will support the strategic growth potential of Dundee Waterfront and the economy of Dundee city in 
general by investing in P&R facilities, good interchange and reliable public transport, thereby encouraging modal shift and improving 
connectivity regionally and to the Central Belt and beyond and ensuring investment reflects this economic development priority for the 
East Coast. 

National Objective 7National Objective 7National Objective 7National Objective 7: Reduce CO2Eq emissions per 
person kilometre 

Slight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight Positive – This intervention is forecast to transfer some journeys from private car to public transport which will reduce 
CO2Eq emissions per person kilometre for those trips. Experience from other similar schemes indicates that there might be a 
slight increase in traffic to the specified new Park-&-Ride site but assuming any increases are not too large, there should be a 
new benefit. 

National Objective 8National Objective 8National Objective 8National Objective 8: Stabilise total CO2Eq 
emissions. 

Slight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight Positive – As No 7 

National Objective 9National Objective 9National Objective 9National Objective 9: Reduce CO2Eq emissions in 
line with expectations from the emerging climate 
change bill. 

NeutralNeutralNeutralNeutral – By the year 2050 the draft Climate Change Bill requires a reduction in the total amount of CO2Eq emitted of 60% in 
comparison with the 1990 baseline. By promoting smoother traffic flow and encouraging mode shift to public transport, the 
intervention could potentially lead to slightly reduced CO2Eq emissions but not to the level proposed by the bill. 
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National Objective 10National Objective 10National Objective 10National Objective 10: To promote continuing 
reduction in accident rates and severity rates 
across the strategic transport network, supporting 
the work of the Strategic Road Safety Plan. 

NeutralNeutralNeutralNeutral – The overall impact of the measures on accident rates and severity rates is likely to be positive but negligible in a 
national context. 

National Objective 11National Objective 11National Objective 11National Objective 11: To promote seamless travel. 
PositivePositivePositivePositive – Park-&-Ride sites improve transport integration, by providing seamless connections between the car and bus 
services. In addition to facilitating transfer between modes, this also facilitates transfer from strategic to urban networks. 

NationalNationalNationalNational Objective 12 Objective 12 Objective 12 Objective 12: Improve the competitiveness 
of public transport relative to the car. 

PositivePositivePositivePositive – The Park & Ride scheme would allow car travellers to avoid entering the congested approach to Dundee and 
encourage additional passengers on the bus. In addition, reducing car trips into the city centre will ease congestion for other 
bus services improving their competitiveness too.  .  Buses would be equipped so that they would interface with Dundee’s 
existing urban bus priority system.  They would also be fitted with real time bus information. 

National Objective 13National Objective 13National Objective 13National Objective 13: To improve overall 
perceptions of public transport. 

PositivePositivePositivePositive – Frequent, high quality, branded Park & Ride bus services would be provided.  Additionally, the site would be 
maintained to a high standard, with real time bus information and CCTV. 

Objective Dundee 1Objective Dundee 1Objective Dundee 1Objective Dundee 1: To reduce the conflict between 
long distance and local traffic. 

Slight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight Positive – By removing some traffic from the approach to and within Dundee city centre, conflicts between local and 
long distance traffic will be reduced. 

Objective Dundee 3Objective Dundee 3Objective Dundee 3Objective Dundee 3: To improve the public 
transport accessibility and competitiveness to 
Dundee West. 

PositivePositivePositivePositive – Park & Ride bus services will improve public transport access to Dundee West, and increase its competitiveness 
relative to car journey times to the city centre. 

 

Planning Planning Planning Planning ObjectivesObjectivesObjectivesObjectives    –––– study specific study specific study specific study specific 

Objective:  Performance against planning objective:  

Improve the public transport accessibility to employment, health, leisure and 
recreational locations in the west of Dundee and city centre 

PositivePositivePositivePositive – Increased patronage provides support for greater network coverage and destinations 
served in and around Dundee West.    

Encourage a shift toward sustainable and healthier modes of transport Major positive Major positive Major positive Major positive ––––    Increased use of buses in Dundee. Potential for increases in walking and cycling    

Reduce traffic congestion for longer distance trips in the west of Dundee  
Slight positive Slight positive Slight positive Slight positive ––––    Potential reductions in traffic in central Dundee benefit long distance trips starting / 
ending in Dundee.    

Contribute to national and local air quality targets and reduce the impact of 
climate change 

Positive Positive Positive Positive ––––    Potentially significant air quality gains in central Dundee.    

Minimise the impacts of the scheme upon the natural and built environment Slight positive Slight positive Slight positive Slight positive ––––    Scheme may impact environmentally sensitive areas but effects can be minimised 
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Key strategic outcomesKey strategic outcomesKey strategic outcomesKey strategic outcomes 

Objective:  Performance against planning objective:  

Improve journey times and 
connections 

NeutralNeutralNeutralNeutral – Reduced traffic on the approach to and within Dundee will reduce journey times and improve journey reliability for non Park & Ride users. 

Reduce emissions 
NeutralNeutralNeutralNeutral – The city of Dundee currently experiences problems with traffic congestion and associated air quality issues, reflected in the designation of 
an Air Quality Management Area. The Park & Ride site will contribute to traffic reductions in the city centre which will have some limited local air 
quality benefits. Emissions of CO2Eq would be expected to be stable or slightly reduced. 

Improve quality, accessibility 
and affordability 

Slight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight PositiveSlight Positive – By providing an additional option for travel into Dundee this scheme will promote accessibility and may potentially improve quality. 
The option will be low cost in comparison to the cost of public parking which will improve affordability for some users. 

 

Scottish Government strategic objectivesScottish Government strategic objectivesScottish Government strategic objectivesScottish Government strategic objectives 

Objective:  Performance against planning objective:  

Safer and stronger 
Slight positiveSlight positiveSlight positiveSlight positive – This intervention will encourage removal of cars from the road network which will have some accident benefits. It will increase the 
choice available to travellers into Dundee which will have economic benefits and so increase economic strength. 

Smarter Slight positiveSlight positiveSlight positiveSlight positive – This intervention will offer additional choice to those accessing colleges and universities in Dundee. 

Wealthier and fairer 
Slight positiveSlight positiveSlight positiveSlight positive – Additional transport choice will contribute to economic growth and the availability of an additional low cost transport option will 
improve fairness for those on low incomes. 

Greener 
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral – This intervention promotes the use of public transport encouraging a modal shift away from the car. The site integrates well with the existing 
cycling and walking network and will help promote greener travel. 

Healthier 
Slight positiveSlight positiveSlight positiveSlight positive – This intervention will encourage a modal shift from the car to buses.  Being well integrated within the existing walking and cycling 
network may help promote active travel.  The site is also adjacent to the new nature park and associated footpath network. 

Rationale for Selection or 
Rejection of Proposal:  

SelectedSelectedSelectedSelected – The benefits of the site are positive. 

 

Implementability AppraisalImplementability AppraisalImplementability AppraisalImplementability Appraisal  

Technical:  The proposal involves no novel / untried / leading edge technologies and there are no notable risks involved.  

Operational:  Provided patronage develops broadly as anticipated the proposal is operationally feasible. 

Financial:  Investment costs are relatively low but ongoing subsidy of the bus service is likely to be required. However, provided suitable 
sources of funding can be identified the proposal is financially feasible. 

Public acceptability:  Provided impacts on the Inner Tay Local Nature Reserve can be mitigated this proposal should be publically acceptable. 
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